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1.1 Cell and material interfaces 
 
The acceleration of aging population and human pursuit of health and longevity have stimulated 
society's demand for the development of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine1. With the 
vigorous development and major breakthroughs of regenerative medicine technology, biomaterials 
occupy a very important position for providing a suitable therapeutic option with a reduced risk of 
disease transmission, infection, and immunogenicity, and limitless availability2,3. Although 
biochemical factors (e.g., growth factors4, hormones) regulate cells and tissue functions, the cell-
materials interactions, especially the biophysical effect of materials, determines cell functions in 
development, physiology, and pathophysiology and remains a central endeavor in tissue engineering5. 
 
1.1.1 The cellular microenvironment 
Cells are known to reside in a highly dynamic and extremely complicated three-dimensional (3D) 
microenvironment, which not only serves as structural support but also provides diverse biochemical 
and biophysical cues, that regulate cell functions and development6. The cell microenvironment 
(Figure 1) are normally including neighboring cells with highly structured and heterogeneous mix, 
soluble factors, extracellular matrix (ECM), and biophysical stimuli, e.g. mechanical property, 2D 
topography, and 3D geometry strongly influence cell behaviors such as cell adhesion, spreading, 
proliferation, cell alignment, migration, and the differentiation or self-maintenance of stem cells7. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the mean components of cellular microenvironment. Adapted with 
permission from ref5. 
 
The interaction between neighboring cells plays an important role to determine the physiology and 
cell behaviors of living cells8. For instance, Ding et al. have demonstrated that matrix stiffness and 
cell-cell contact interplay in the mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) differentiation decision9. In addition, 
others illustrate that co-culture of MSC and osteoblasts could change the osteogenic differentiation10. 
What’s more, some recent work has used peptide nanofibers to mimic the cell-cell interaction 
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indicator N-cadherin, which can facilitate MSC differentiation into chondrogenic lineage11. Nowadays, 
ECM has attracted extensive interest for the regulation of cell behaviors12. As it is well known that 
cells can sense and respond to surrounding ECM in which they reside, the components of ECM and 
ECM-like components such as collagen13, laminin14, gelatin15 and fibronectin16 are crucial for the 
regulation of cell spreading, proliferation, migration, and differentiation17,18. For instance, fibronectin 
and laminin are binding to their neighboring cells and other ECM proteins on the nanoscale, thus 
initiate various of intracellular signaling pathways19. Some interesting work has shown that mechanical 
properties such as changing ECM stiffness is needed for reprogramming normal cells into tumor 
precursors20. 
 
It is generally accepted that chemical or biochemical factors like –COOH21, −NH2

22, growth factors23, 
or hormones are critical for a number of biological activities. For instance, the platelet-derived growth 
factors can recruit dermal fibroblasts crusting to the wound site of injury24. And some studies 
demonstrate that collagen hydrogel incorporated with graphene oxide (GO) absorbed transforming 
growth factor β3 (TGF-β3) regulating MSCs differentiation into chondrogenic lineage25. Except for 
the chemical factors, physical stimuli like strain and stress, magnetic, electrical26, thermal27, light28, 
stiffness, and topography also serve as an important signal for regulating cell shape, elongation29, 
migration30, proliferation, and stem cell differentiation. In this section, we will mainly focus on cell-
materials interactions especially the topography influence of materials determines cell behaviors, like 
migration, macromolecular crowding, and gene-deliver efficiency. 
 
1.1.2 Topography stimuli 
Researchers increasingly highlight the essential role of nano-/micro- scale topographic structure on 
the profound regulation of cell behaviors31–33. Cells in vivo experience, sense, and respond to their 
surrounding physical cues from few nanometers to hundreds of micrometers by contact guidance, 
and translate these physical stimuli into intracellular signals through mechanical transduction34. The 
mechanical signals modulated mainly through direct interactions of integrin clustering, activates focal 
adhesion and RhoA/ROCK35,36 pathway, further induce cell skeleton tension and cell morphology 
change, thereby altering relative gene expression to regulate cell functions (e.g., cell adhesion, 
alignment, proliferate, migrate and differentiation)37.  
 
The natural tissues like bone, tendon38, and nerve39 have anisotropic hierarchical structures with nano-
/micro- sized features. To better mimic the natural structure of extracellular matrix and prepare 
substrate with different topographic cues, numerous fabrication methods have been developed. For 
example, microcontact printing40, photolithography41, photopatterning42, electrospinning43, 
microfluidics-assisted patterning44, plasma oxidation45 for the purpose to developed the 2D substrates 
or hydrogels46 for mimicking the more natural 3D geometry, etc. Understanding interaction between 
topographic cues and cells, as well as the modulation of specific biological functions is still a challenge 
for materiobiology and tissue engineering47. 
 
Extensive research has fabricated different kinds of structures, normally categorized into two classes: 
isotropic structure (e.g., roughness48, porosity49) and anisotropic ones (e.g., grating50, pillar51, fibers52, 
wrinkle53), as well as 3D geometry cues. The mechanical properties of substrates can regulate the 
mechanical transduction of cells and further have an influence on the cell adhesion, cell shape and 
cytoskeletal architecture that are altered by micro/nanopatterns on the surface of a substrate. The 
nano- and micro- sized architecture is crucial for cell functions (adhesion, migration, proliferate and 
differentiation) modulation53,54. For instance, previous studies have indicated that the anisotropic 
architectures of grooves endow cell alignment to the substrate, and the alignment of nanofibers can 
promote neuron and myoblasts maturation and differentiation55. In Figure 2 some typical cell 
adhesion distribution and cell skeletal alteration are shown that have been identified previously.  
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In addition, in heart tissue engineering, the nanoscale cues of hydrogels can induce anisotropic cell 
behavior and contractility characteristics as observed by cells in their native environment, which gives 
guidance information for heart tissue repair56. Others works have shown that in an in vitro wound 
healing procedure the fibroblasts showed elongated shape along the nanogroove and cell migration 
rate was regulated by the substrate features, thus nano-groove size and density are important 
considerations for tissue engineering scaffold design57. What’s more, the 3D geometry developed by 
changing the pores or cross-link ratio the geometry is able to regulate stem cell differentiation 
behaviors58. Taken together, the topography is essential for cell function modulation, learning cell and 
materials-interfaces is the key point for tissue engineering and disease therapy. In this thesis, we 
mainly focus on the topography influence on cell behaviors, like migration, macromolecular crowding, 
and gene-deliver efficiency. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. (A)(B) Micro-/nanopatterned substrates regulate the distribution of integrin-mediated adhesions, 
cell shape, cytoskeletal architecture and multicellular organization, (C, D) Further controlled by adjusting the 
material stiffness, (E, F) Nano-topological features to regulate cell–matrix adhesions for the manipulation of 
the size and geometry of cells cultured on them. Adapted with permission from ref7. 
 
1.1.3 Cell migration 
Recent studies focus more on the cell migration behaviors, for the reason that cell movement is 
essential for numerous physiological and pathological processes such as embryonic development, 
angiogenesis, immune surveillance, cancer metastasis, tissue regeneration, and wound healing59. The 
topography plays a key role in affecting cell behaviors like cell adhesion, alignment45, proliferation, 
migration53, and differentiation54. The interfaces between cell and topographic cues is essential for the 
modulation of cell migration in wound healing procedure. Wound healing is a complex biological 
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process and the typical wound healing procedure mainly including four phases as shown in Figure 3, 
including: (1) Hemostasis phase, (2) Inflammation phase, (3) Cell migration/proliferation, and (4) 
Remodeling phase. In the hemostasis phase, the platelets modulate the process by interacting with 
subendothelial matrix proteins and tissue factor-bearing cells to move fast to the wound site, and 
clustering to the platelet plug and releasing various growth factors and matrix remolding enzymes60. 
In the inflammation phase, the quick movement of immune cells like macrophages or neutrophils is 
the key factor for the clean-up of dead cells and bacteria and then release growth factors promoting 
the fibroblasts cell migration. In the cell migration/proliferation procedure, the fibroblasts move to 
the wound site and proliferate in the wound site to remodel the tissues, afterward, epithelial cells 
migrate on the wound edge to cover the defect61. 
 

 
 
Figure 3. A schematic depicting the process of wound healing, including four continuous phases-homeostasis, 
inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling. Adapted with permission from ref61. 
 
Learning about cell migration is critical for the wound healing procedure. The cell migration has been 
shown to be directed by chemical factors62, cell density63, molecular signals64, stiffness65, and 
topography66. The design and manipulation of topographic biomaterials play a pivotal role in 
controlling cell migration and avoid scar formation. For instance, C2C12 cells grown on suspended 
fiber networks showed higher migration speed on the attached and aligned adhesion site67. Others 
showed that fibroblast migration speed is influenced by the density of the nano-topographic pattern 
as well as on the width or depth of the groove68. In addition, the collective migration of osteoblast-
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like cells (MG-63) and human mesenchymal stem cells were modulated by smaller groove depth in 
an in vitro fracture healing model69. What’s more, some interesting work demonstrate that not only 
the topographical density but also the orientation of the nanogroove distinctly regulate NIH-3T3 cell 
migration speed, cell division, and ECM production in dermal wound healing procedure70. Taken 
together, the design of topographic material is crucial for understanding cell-matrix interactions and 
provide guiding information for tissue repair. 
 
1.1.4 Macromolecular crowding 
Learning about the cell-material interfaces is critical for many processes and the interface greatly 
influences intracellular mechanisms and phenomena. The cytoplasm is always heterogeneous and 
highly volume-occupied with biomolecules, like various nutrients, proteins, nucleic acids, enzymes, 
intermediate metabolites, and other macromolecular monomers/components. The concentration of 
macromolecular components that can be reached as high as 50-400 mg ml−1 in the crowded and 
confined spaces71. Accordingly, the high concentrations of macromolecular components inside the 
cell affects the function of molecular chaperones, polypeptide chains and oligomeric proteins 
folding72, improve enzyme reaction rate73, and metabolic activity74. Recently, numerous studies focus 
on the addition of some natural or synthetic polymers like Ficoll75, dextran, poly (N-vinylpyrrolidone) 
(PVP)76, polyethylene glycol (PEG)77 or bovine serum album in the culture media to artificially control 
and enhance the macromolecular crowding inside the cell and study how it affects cell behaviors. For 
instance, the addition of carbohydrate-based macromolecules can dramatically enhance stem cells 
extracellular matrix production and further influence the cell skeleton alignment, proliferation and 
differentiation78. Also, the macromolecular crowding is applied to material synthesis, and molecular 
self-assembly79.  
 
For the purpose of exploring macromolecular crowding inside the cell, some excellent work has been 
done on developing a sensor to directly determine the crowding inside the cell80,81. For instance, 
Boersma and coworkers developed a FRET-based sensor, which has the FRET pair m-Cerulean (cyan 
fluorescent protein) and m-Citrine (yellow fluorescent protein) positioned at the N terminus and C 
terminus, respectively, for directly measuring the crowding inside living cells. The schematic picture 
of the crowding sensor is shown in Figure 4. The changes in fluorescence are a result from FRET 
efficiency adjustment, which increases with the increase of macromolecular crowding. The sensor 
readout is reversible, and only sensitive to the macromolecular crowding induced excluded volume82. 
Topography has an impact on various cell behaviors like cell adhesion, alignment, proliferation, 
migration, and stem cell differentiation. Therefore, we believe that the spatiotemporal readout of 
crowding is a compelling tool for better understanding cell and biomaterials interactions and allow us 
to investigate the role of macromolecular crowding of the cytoplasm during the cell development 
stages.  
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Figure 4. Design and characterization of macromolecular crowding sensor inside cells. Adapted with 
permission from ref82. 
 
1.1.5 Gene delivery  
Nowadays, gene delivery has gained much attention for the purpose of delivery therapeutic genes or 
introduce artificial modified genes into cells for modifying the cell function83 or for specific clinical 
purposes84. In recent decades, efforts have mostly focused on applications of biosensors85, diagnostic 
devices, cancer therapy86, tissue regeneration87, and vaccine development therapy88. It is well 
established that traditional gene delivery systems like electroporation89, magnetofection90, ultrasound91, 
or viral vectors92,93 need expensive hardware, are time consuming, have high toxicity problems or 
possibly induce immunogenicity. Exploring high-efficiency gene carriers with low toxicity is still a 
challenge for gene delivery applications.  
 
Due to the remarkable development in nanotechnology, considerable excellent works have been 
devoted to constructing non-toxic delivery systems with the basic concepts of low toxicity and high 
transfection efficiency. For instance, gene carriers like polyethyleneimine (PEI)94, lipofectamine95, 
poly-amidoamine (PAMAM)96, silica-based nanoparticles (SNPs)97–99, and poly-lysine (PLL)100 are 
commonly employed for systemic administration. For instance, spikey nanoparticles demonstrate 
higher transfection efficiency than the hemisphere- and bowl-type subunit nanoparticles and avoids 
enzymatic cleavage101. The vehicles enter the cell membrane by mimicking functions of viral agents 
that enable stronger binding affinity but avoid the immune potential and toxicity risks of viral 
vectors101. It remains challenging to develop highly active polymers to achieved high transfection 
efficiency with lower toxicity. 
 
It is important to highlight that present research suggest that substrate-mediated gene delivery plays 
a critical role in gene delivery systems owing to diverse physiochemical properties and good 
biocompatibility. For instance, vertical silicon nanowires102,103, silicon nano- to microscale pillars104, 
aligned hollow carbon nanotubes105, and nano-grooves106 play critical roles in gene delivery. For 
example, some work observed that 200 nm nanopillars can improve human mesenchymal stem cells 
(hMSCs) transfection efficiency107. Some other interesting work found that different shape of pillars 
showed different gene transfection behaviors and the pillars can penetrate into cell membrane while 
maintaining cell viability108. In another study it was found that nanogrooves influence gene 
transfection by controlling cytoskeleton organization and nuclei morphology106. Taken together, the 
substrate-mediated gene delivery is promising for non-viral gene transfer in which topography as 
physicochemical stimulus is able to drive and influence cell function, which is crucial for 
understanding how material interfaces can be applied to enhance gene delivery. 
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1.2 Aim of this thesis 
 
The general aim of this thesis is to explore topography-mediated alterations to cell behavior using 
cell-materials interfaces, and investigate subcellular behaviors like cell morphology alteration, cell 
migration in wound healing procedure, inner cell macromolecular crowding induced by nano-
/micro- patterns, and topography modulated gene delivery of stem cells. For this purpose, wrinkle-
gradient substrates were fabricated with diverse wavelength and amplitude parameters to make it 
possible for investigating the topographic cues as well as direction of wave-like topography on the 
cell migration behavior in wound healing. In addition, uniform wrinkle surfaces were developed 
with diverse wavelength and amplitude parameters to study the topography influenced cell 
macromolecular crowding and identifying the possible related signaling of cell shape alterations, 
mechanical transduction, metabolic activity and protein expression. Furthermore, the uniform 
wrinkle substrate were investigated as possible stimulation to control or even enhance gene delivery 
capacity of stem cells. Topography-induced improvement of transfection efficiency and endocytic 
capacity were investigated. 
 
1.3 Outline of this thesis 
 
Chapter 1 gives a basic introduction of the cell micro environment and the essential factors for 
cell modulation, like ECM, chemical signals, cell-cell contact, physical stimuli (stiffness and 
topography). And the cell behaviors like migration, macromolecular crowding and gene delivery. 
 
In Chapter 2, we report on recent progress of the gradient platforms, as also partly used in this 
thesis, to study bio-interfaces and the effects of physicochemical stimuli on e.g., cell adhesion, cell 
morphology, and migration. 
 
In Chapter 3, wrinkle topography gradients were developed where especially the wavelength and 
amplitude were decoupled as such that the topographies, the wavelength and amplitude, both 
function as separate parameter and direction-induced cell migration, proliferation and adhesion 
was investigated. 
 
In Chapter 4, uniform wrinkle surfaces were developed to investigate the role of topography on 
cell macromolecular crowding and identifying the possible mechanisms responsible for altered 
macromolecular crowding inside the cell.  
 
In Chapter 5, topography-mediated gene delivery of stem cells is explored and it is investigated 
how topography may induce improvement of transfection efficiency and endocytic capacity.  
 
This thesis finalizes with a general conclusion and discussion on how this thesis impacts the current 
scientific knowledge (Chapter 6). 
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2.1 Introduction 
 
It is well-known that cells sense extrinsic signals, e.g., physical cues (e.g., mechanical properties, 
wettability, topography), (bio)chemical stimuli (e.g., material composition and proteins), or other 
signals, and these signals adjust various cellular behaviors, including adhesion, proliferation, 
differentiation1. Initially, many researchers prepared independent substrates/samples composed of  
randomly chosen degrees of  biomaterial properties, providing interesting yet limited information. 
In addition, such investigations requires tremendous amount of  time and effort. Therefore, the 
traditional methods are not able to screen the huge amount of  possible material property 
combinations to identify the optimal cell responses. 

In recent years, high-throughput screening (HTS) methods (e.g., gradient) provide an ideal strategy 
to analyze thousands of  combinations of  interactions between cells and biomaterials on one 
substrate2–11. Many researchers fabricated gradient surfaces comprising of  varied material 
properties (e.g., mechanical property, architecture, wettability, or chemical/biochemical 
composition) to determine the optimal cell behaviors (for example, adhesion, spreading, migration, 
and differentiation)12–20. Although, many other excellent HTS approaches concerning biomaterials 
discovery have been developed, which are all timesaving, expedite analysis procedures, combines 
multiple factors on a single platform, and minimizes systematic or methodological errors, here we 
focus on gradient-based platforms. In this review, we will introduce and discuss the influence of  
physicochemical (i.e., topography, stiffness) and (bio)chemical properties on various cell behaviors, 
e.g., adhesion, proliferation, migration.  
 
2.2 Physicochemical influences on macroscopic cell behaviors  
 
Cell adhesion is the first step and a critical requirement for anchorage-dependent cells to survive, 
proliferate, and consequently functionalize or differentiate on a substrate. Poor adherence of  these 
cells to substrates causes cell quiescence or even apoptosis21. Therefore, cell adhesion is regarded 
as the initial indicator of  cell interplay with its surrounding microenvironments, which precedes all 
other cellular behaviors. Following cell adhesion, they start to conform to the microenvironments, 
which could result in transformation in cell morphology, spreading, orientation, migration, and 
eventually stem cell differentiation.  
 
2.2.1 Stiffness gradient approaches for macroscopic cell behaviors 
Mechanical property of  biomaterials play a substantial role and influence cell adhesion and 
proliferation. Generally, for cell adhesion, there is less cell spreading area when cultured on soft 
substrate19,22,23, possibly because of  fewer stress fibers and focal adhesions, however, cells show 
increased cell contractility and spreading when cultured on a stiff  substrate24. In addition, cells 
show better proliferation on the stiff  region compared to the soft part when cultured on stiffness 
gradient substrates. 
 
Kim et al.19 prepared a mechanical gradient varying from 1 to 24 kPa composed of  polyvinyl 
alcohol (PVA) hydrogels to explore adhesion and proliferation of  hMSCs. The results in (Figure 
1A) shows that there is no significant difference for original cell adhesion, and that stiffer hydrogel 
sections allow for better cell proliferation compared to the softer parts. After 4 weeks, cells 
exhibited better adhesion and spreading when grown on the stiffer region, while cells showed 
elongated shape on the softer part. While this study used a gradient spanning one order of  
magnitude, other researchers prepared stiffness gradient with spanning several orders more. For 
example, Oh et al. found a similar cell response of  MSCs with stiffness gradient ranging between 
20−200 kPa, indicating that there was no obvious change for cell adhesion after one day, but that 
cells on the stiffer regions displayed increased cell proliferation compared to those on the softer 
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parts (Figure 1B). In addition to MSCs, fibroblasts showed a similar response to stiffness. Sunyer 
et al.23 prepared a hydrogel composed of  broad stiffness gradient ranging from 1 to 240 kPa and 
found that material stiffness has a significant effect on cell spreading.  
 
For the softer region, cells displayed a circular shape and weak spreading. Conversely, cells showed 
better attachment and spreading on the stiffer region. In addition to stiffness in the range of  kPa, 
researchers also studied the cell response on substrates with stiffness in the MPa range. Hopp and 
co-workers20 showed that adhesion of  fibroblasts also depend on the stiffness of  the substrate. 
Cells attached much better and proliferated quicker when grown on the stiffer parts (110 MPa). 
Cells grown on the softer parts (0.5 MPa) displayed a weaker actin structure compared to the more 
organized cytoskeleton fibers for cells grown on stiffer regions (Figure 1C). 
 

 
 
Figure 1. (A) (a) DNA contents of  hBMSC grown on the stiffness gradient for different days and (b) 
immunofluorescence staining of  hBMSCs after culturing for 28 days. Reprinted with permission from ref19. 
(B) DNA contents of  hBMSC cultured on the stiffness gradient for different time. Reprinted with 
permission from ref25. Copyright 2016 Elsevier, Ltd. (C) Fluorescent images of  stained human dermal 
fibroblasts (HDFs) across the gradient after (a) 24 h attachment, and (b) after 6 days proliferation, 
respectively. Cell density of  HDF after (c) 1 day and (d) 6 days. Blue for cell nucleus and green for 
cytoskeleton. Reprinted with permission from ref20. Copyright 2013 Elsevier, Ltd. 
 
2.2.2 Topography gradient approaches for macroscopic cell behaviors 
It has been demonstrated that surface topography of  biomaterials have a crucial influence on 
various cell behaviors such as morphology26–28, adhesion29, and proliferation30,31. In particular, 
gratings are a common and popular model to study the influence of  nano-topography on cellular 
behavior and function32. Kim et al.32 prepared micro- and nano-topographic arrays comprising of  
different densities (fixed width for ridge and depth, and varied widths for groove (1∼ 9.1 µm)), and 
the elongation and orientation of  fibroblast were susceptive to them. For example, fibroblasts 
showed higher degree of  orientation on denser parts compared to cells grown on parts with lower 
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density of  surface structures. In addition to density, the height also plays an important influence 
on cellular behaviors. Lin-Gibson et al.33 cultured MC3T3-E1 murine preosteoblasts onto 
nanograting gradient (height (H) ranging from 0 to 350 nm), and found that cells grown on lower 
height (H<30 nm) showed a lower degree of  orientation compared with those on higher height. 
 
Compared to the grating patterned surface consisting of  sharpened corners, which is not 
supportive for cell attachment, wavy-like architectures (e.g., wrinkle) may more appropriately mimic 
the natural structure of  ECM34,35. Zhou et al.15 prepared directional wrinkle gradients (amplitudes 
increasing from 0.1 to 260 nm and wavelengths changing from 200 to 1087 nm), and found that 
topography with lower amplitude and smaller wavelength is better for osteoblast attachment, and 
higher amplitude and wavelength benefit for cell orientation. Furthermore, the authors proposed 
a new method translating PDMS-based wrinkle gradients to inorganic surface (SiO2, TiO2, CrO3, 
and Al2O3)36. Results showed that the optimum parameter for improving hBM-MSC behaviors, e.g., 
orientation, focal adhesion assembly, was different for the different materials used (Figure 2A). 
From the evidence mentioned above, anisotropic structure, e.g., grating, wrinkle, have an important 
influence on cell behaviors. 
 
In addition to topography with a specific orientation, more random-like topography without 
specific orientations such as roughness are often used, also because they are more easily applied 
because of  the use of  etching techniques. However, cell responses found throughout many studies 
were different or even opposite with similar topography but using different cell types. For example, 
Faia-Torres et al.37 explored the morphology of  MSCs on a roughness gradient. They found that 
cell perimeter was enhanced with increasing roughness (Figure 2B). Kunzler et al.38 also studied 
the response of  osteoblast and fibroblast using a similar roughness gradient. However, the response 
for the two cell types is different. For osteoblasts, cell proliferation rate markedly increased with 
increasing surface roughness, and the cell area increased significantly when the extent of  roughness 
became lower. Interestingly, fibroblasts displayed the inverse trend for proliferation, and higher 
level of  roughness reduced cell proliferation. For similar roughness gradients, different groups 
obtained contradictory results. Washburn et al.39 showed that the smoother parts of  the roughness 
gradient increased the proliferation rate of  MC3T3-E1 cells compared with rough parts. 
Furthermore, there was no distinct difference for cell spreading, density of  focal adhesion. 
 
In addition, pore size also has a crucial influence on cell macroscopic behaviors. Wang et al.17 
prepared a pore size gradient ranging from 29−226 nm in diameter, and found that rat MSCs 
showed a weaker attachment for the smaller pore size parts, and increased towards the larger pore 
size direction. However, cell proliferation was not affected by the surface topography. In another 
study, they also prepared a pore size gradient increasing from 50 nm to 3 μm40, and found the 
density and spreading area of  MSCs decreased with increasing pore size. These results demonstrate 
that pore size with different orders of  magnitude could result in different cell responses. In addition 
to small pore size, other research groups also engineered large pore sizes and investigated the 
response of  different cell types. Oh et al.41 fabricated a pore gradient with larger pore sizes (88−405 
μm). The substrate with 380−405 μm facilitated cell expansion for chondrocytes and osteoblasts, 
while 186−200 μm was beneficial for fibroblasts. However, using the similar pore size gradient 
(90−400 μm)42, the same group found larger pore size down-regulate the proliferation of  stem cells. 
These evidence show that pore size gradient is a good platform for studying cell-biomaterial 
interactions. 
 
In addition, several groups investigated cell response mediated by nanoparticle-density gradients. 
Kunzler et al.43 seeded osteoblasts onto particle-density gradients (73 nm in diameter) and found a 
significantly diminished cell quantity on regions with higher density of  particles, and lower density 
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of  particles improved cell spreading and formation of  cytoskeleton structure. However, reverse 
cell response was found by Bachhuka and co-workers44. In their study, they fabricated gold 
nanoparticles with diameters of  16, 38, or 68 nm. The results showed that regions with a higher 
density of  nanoparticles enhanced the attachment and proliferation rate of  human dental pulp 
derived stem cells. In addition to nanoparticles, Xia et al.45 prepared a density gradient of  
microparticles (3 μm for diameter) and studied the effect on neurite growth. The moderate 
roughness increased the length of  neurite compared to low and high degree of  roughness. The 
optimum roughness with an Ra value of  594 ± 89 nm was identified for the maximized cell 
adhesion and neurite extension. These results show that cell adhesion and proliferation are 
significantly dependent on particle size and cell types. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. (A) (a) Fluorescent staining of  the gradients. Red color is for cytoskeleton. (b) Cell macroscopic 
behaviors. Reprinted with permission from ref36. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. (B) (a) SEM 
of  the polycaprolactone roughness gradient. (b) F-actin staining at day 4. (c) Quantified cell perimeter along 
the gradient after 4 days. Reprinted with permission from ref37. Copyright 2014 Elsevier, Ltd. 
 
2.2.3 (Bio-)chemistry gradient approaches for macroscopic cell behaviors  
In addition to physical cues, it is also well documented that (bio)chemical cues play an important 
role in modulating cell behaviors. Surfaces with different kinds of  (bio-)chemistry have been 
prepared, for example, density of  poly(ethylene glycol) brushes46, Fn4748, laminin49, gelatin50, 
collagen type I (COL1), and osteopontin (OPN)51, osteogenic growth peptide (OGP)52, RGD53, 
−CH3

54, −COOH55, plasma polymerised hexane56, Acrylic acid/ diethylene glycol dimethyl ether57, 
poly(L-lactic acid)/ poly(D,L-lactic acid) blends58, poly(caprolactone) and poly(D,L-lactide)59, poly 
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(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)60. Mohan et al.54 fabricated chemistry gradients on the surface of  
PDMS, and water contact angle (WCA) increased from ~10° to ~100°. Their results showed that 
the spreading of  fibrolasts was weaker when grown on hydrophilic region and better on the 
hydrophobic part. However, other researchers obtained different results. Zelzer et al.56 also 
fabricated chemical gradient with varied WCA. WCA ∼60° facilitated the attachment and 
proliferation of  fibroblasts compared with WCA ∼93°. Similar results were achieved by the same 
research group by preparing a wettability gradient between <10° and 98°61, and found that cell 
density decreased from the hydrophilic side to the hydrophobic side. In addition to chemical cues, 
biochemistry signals, e.g., proteins or protein composition could also modulate various cell 
behaviors. Ghaemi et al.51 prepared density gradients of  osteopontin (OPN) and collagen type I 
(COL1), and the results (Figure 3A) showed that the COL1 gradient from 78.5 to 124.2 ng/cm2 

facilitated the attachment and proliferation of  MSCs and there was no prominent difference 
detected when cells were seeded onto region with higher density of  COL1. For the OPN gradient, 
the trend was similar as for COL1, and the best density for prompting cell attachment was 20.7 
ng/cm2. These results demonstrate that cell adhesion and proliferation are appreciably dependent 
on the protein concentration. 
 
Several groups used plasma polymer depostion, e.g., allylamine (AA), octadiene (OD), and 
diethylene glycol (DG) to fabricate chemical gradients. Vasilev et al.62 prepared OD−AA gradient 
(ratio of  N/C between 0.04 and 0.16), and the regions riched in AA enhanced the attachment and 
cell spreading of  stem cells under normal culture medium with serum. However, the differences 
were significant when serum containing medium was used and all differences were lost under 
serum-free condition, which indicates that preferred adsorption of  serum proteins plays an 
determining role here. A similar trend was found by Short and co-workers63, that is the attachment 
of  mouse embryonic stem cell increased from the OD to the AA region. However, Voelcker et al.64 
found the attachment of  embryonic stem cell prompted with increasing N/C ratio to 0.1, and 
higher level of  ratio was harmful for cell attachment. Furthermore, the group of  Voelcker also 
developed an AA−DG gradient65 and found that the attachment of  embryonic stem cells depend 
on the gradient. Cell attachment decreased from the region riched in AA to the region riched in 
DG. Similar conclusion could be obtained when using different cell types. For instance, in another 
study, Voelcker et al.57 developed OD–AA and AA–DG gradients simultaneously. MSCs density 
decreased from AA to OD, and from AA to DG end (Figure 3B). Taken together, these results 
demonstrate that (bio)chemical cues have a significant influence on cell macroscopic behaviors. 
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Figure 3. (A) Attachment of  MSC on (a) COL1 and (b) OPN gradient after 5 h. Reprinted with permission 
from ref51. Copyright 2019 WILEY-VCH. (B) Cell morphology on (a) OD–AA and (b) AA–DG gradient. 
Quantification for cell number after 1 day and 6 days was displayed in (c) and (d), respectively. Reprinted 
with permission from ref57. Copyright 2015 Elsevier, Ltd. 
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2.2.4 Multiparameter gradient approaches for macroscopic cell behaviors 
In addition to the single parameter gradients, researchers also prepared multiparameter gradient 
platforms, for example, orthogonal nanometer-micrometer roughness gradients12, orthogonal 
chemistry-topography gradient66, orthogonal topography and surface chemistry gradients67,68. 
Huethorst et al.69 investigated the influence of  orthogonal topography on the morphology of  
cardiomyocyte. The width of  the grating (horizontally) increased from 8 to 100 μm and the 
deepness (vertically) from ∼5 nm to ∼1 μm. Compared to a flat surface, deeper and wider gratings 
facilitated alignment and stretching of  cardiomyocyte. Yang and co-workers68 reported a versatile 
combinatorial method to explore cell-surface interactions, and the system consists orthogonal 
chemical (WCA: 60°−90°) and topographical gradients (the widths of  the grooves increasing from 
5 to 95 μm, and 5 μm for ridge width). They used 3T3 dermal fibroblast as a model cell type and 
found that after 2 and 3 days cell culture, WCA of  68°−76° and groove widths of  40−60 μm had 
the highest cell coverage and greatest proliferation rate. Furthermore, the van Rijn group prepared 
an orthogonal double gradient (stiffness: 6–89 MPa; WCA: 29°–90°)70. The optimum parameter 
for cell attachment was WCA: 35°–39° and stiffness: 8.2–9.3 MPa, stiffness: 8–50 MPa and WCA: 
79°–85° for largest cell area, and stiffness: 40–89 MPa and WCA: 29°–34° for maximum expression 
of  vinculin. These evidences highlight that the orthogonal double gradient approach is a powerful 
tool for identifying optimum parameters for specific cell behaviors, therefore accelerating the 
development of  high-performance biomaterials. 
 
2.3 Cell migration on gradients 
 
For regenerative medicine, tissue reconstruction requires the (stem) cell to be recruited to the 
injured site71. In order to elucidate the mechanism for this process and to provide more information 
for preparing biomaterials, it is important to investigate cell migration under physical, and 
(bio-)chemical cues72. Cell migration always occurs in many physiological and pathological activities, 
for instance, morphogenesis73, angiogenesis74, immune responses75, the renewal of  skin and 
intestinal cells76, and tumor metastasis77,78. Cell migration includes various complex procedures, 
including the formation of  filopodia, change of  cell contractility, the development of  focal 
adhesions79,80. Similar to other cell activities, cell migration is also controlled by physical parameters 
(such as stiffness and topography) and the (bio-)chemistry of  the microenvironments of  cells81,82. 
The type of  migration could be divided into several types, including dissolved chemoattractants 
(chemotaxis), immobilized molecules (haptotaxis), and biophysical contact cues (topotaxis, 
durotaxis)83,84. 
 
2.3.1 Durotaxis on stiffness gradients 
The stiffness of  biomaterials is able to not only adjust cell attachment, morphology, proliferation, 
and differentiation, but also modulate cell migration85. The procedure to guide cell migration by 
stiffness is termed as “durotaxis”86. Durotaxis modulates cell migration by mechanical 
communication or mechano-biochemical transduction87,88. In addition, durotaxis is related to many 
biological procedures, including epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition89,90, nerve tissue 
development91,92, innate immunity93, and cancer metastasis94,95. Durotaxis always triggers cells to 
move towards stiffer parts96. Wong et al.22 further indicated that durotaxis of  vascular smooth 
muscle cells increased with increasing magnitude of  the gradient, but there was no relationship 
with the absolute modulus. 
 
Until now, there is no conclusion about MSC differentiation to be prior to migration or post 
migration. To answer this question, Engler et al. fabricated a hydrogel containing a physiological 
gradient of  1.0 ± 0.1 kPa/mm, and found that MSCs migrate to the stiffer region and then start to 
differentiate into the specific cell type. Furthermore, Hadden et al.97 developed polyacrylamide 
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hydrogels with varying stiffness gradients to study the migration of  human adipose-derived stem 
cells (hASCs). They found that the average speed was similar for cells cultured on a shallow gradient 
(2.9 kPa/mm) compared with that on a steep gradient (8.2 kPa/mm). However, cells displayed 
obviously higher speed towards y direction, suggesting a stiffer region is beneficial for durotaxis. 
In vivo it has been evidenced that mechanical gradients always accompany changes in the 
composition of  ECM for many diseases. For example, for lung fibrosis, mechanical properties 
increasing in the lung parenchymal tissue are associated with the enhancement of  COL198, and in 
breast cancer, an increase of  mechanical property from the tumor core to the periphery is 
accompanied by elevated COL1 and laminin99. For this reason, Hartman and co-workers100 
compared the durotaxis of  vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) on stiffness gradients decorated 
with Fn or laminin. The results (Figure 4A) demonstrated that VSMCs grown on Fn-coated 
surface showed durotactic behavior. Nonetheless, cells grown on laminin-coated surfaces did not 
exhibit durotaxis.  
 
Although most studies have focused on the durotaxis in 2D, it is important to explore the influence 
of  mechanical property on cell migration in a 3D microenvironment as it could better mimic the 
structure in vivo. Several groups studied the influence of  the stiffness gradient on cell migration in 
3D101,102. For instance, Joaquin et al.102 demonstrated that cell migration speed was dependent on 
the development of  the stiffness gradient and not on the absolute stiffness value. 
 
2.3.2 Topotaxis on topography gradients 
Living cells in vivo can sense the structure of  ECM to modulate their morphology, movement, and 
fate103,104. It is well known that surface geometry of  biomaterial can profoundly affect cell 
migration105–107. Cells are inclined to migrate along the substrate grooves, while random movement 
happens on flat surface105. NIH3T3 fibroblasts grown on a grooved surface with 550−1100 nm 
spacing displayed faster migration speed than those on 2750 nm spacing108. Kim et al.32 found that 
fibroblasts adhering to the areas with higher density pattern showed higher alignment and 
elongation along the ridges; while cells on the areas with lower density of  pattern displayed a 
biphasic dependence of  the migration speed on the pattern density (Figure 4B). Recently, Ge et 
al.109 developed a topographical gradient with wavelike features that gradually change in wavelength 
and amplitude to explore the migration behavior of  fibroblasts. The wound coverage speed was 
quantified on the regions with wavelength of  2, 5, and 8 μm both in perpendicular direction and 
parallel direction. The results showed that smaller wavelength (2 μm) facilitated migration 
compared to larger wavelength, and the lower amplitude was beneficial for cell migration. However, 
cells showed quicker speed on a larger wavelength under the same amplitude. These results provide 
important insights into topography-induced cell migration. 
 
2.3.3 Chemotaxis on chemical gradients 
Various biological and chemical cues are involved in cell migration. Introducing these signals onto 
the surface of  biomaterials will affect the cell migration behaviors110. Many chemical cues have 
been decorated onto biomaterials to study the movement of  cells, e.g., chemical density111, 
swelling75,112, molecular weight (MW)113,114, ECM proteins (fibronectin115–117, collagen118,119, lamin120 
and gelatin50) and their derived peptides121–128, and growth factors117,126,129–131. 
 
Collagen is the main component within ECM and it can significantly enhance cell attachment and 
spreading72. Gelatin composed of  various peptides and proteins resulted from collagen hydrolysis 
can also improve cell attachment and proliferation132. Fn is another important protein within the 
ECM and it is beneficial for promoting angiogenesis133. Smith et al.115 investigated the movement 
of  bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAECs) on Fn gradients bound on the gold surface. They used 
two different methods (non-confluent cells versus confluent cells) to explore the migration 
behavior of  BAECs on the Fn gradients. The results displayed that the cell migration speed 
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increased with increasing the Fn gradient compared with uniform control substrate. The Fn slope 
of  0.15 ng/mm2 increased the migration speed of  BAECs from -0.15 and 4.45 µm/h to 1.71 and 
7.82 µm/h for non-confluent and confluent cells, respectively. Furthermore, migration speed is 
also dependent on the density of  the protein. For example, Cai and co-workers118 prepared collagen 
density gradients onto PDLLA film to investigate the migration of  endothelial cells (ECs). ECs 
grown on the gradient surface with low or moderate densities of  collagen showed a strong motility 
tendency. However, there was a reverse trend for cells cultured on the gradient area with low 
collagen density. These evidences demonstrate that cell migration adjusted by the collagen gradient 
depends on the protein density. However, it should be noted that most gradients are relatively 
oversimplified compared to degradable biomaterials. Therefore, Yu et al.50 prepared a gelatin 
density gradient (from 0.49 to 1.57 μg/cm2) on poly(ε-caprolactone) membrane, and investigated 
the influence on the migration behavior of  ECs. Cells showed directional migration toward the 
higher concentration of  gelatin. In contrast, the ECs showed random movement on the PCL 
membrane and the uniform protein surfaces. Peptides with amino acid sequences mimicking 
functional features of  ECM proteins have been used as an alternative for the above mentioned 
protein-density gradients because of  its higher stability and low MW. Most cells prefer to move 
towards the higher concentration of  peptide and migration behavior is based on the gradient slope 
of  the peptide. For instance, Guarnieri et al.122 used a decorated RGD gradient on a hydrogel 
surface and studied the influence on cell migration. Results suggest that cells migrated to the higher 
density of  RGD compared to a uniform density of  RGD, and increased their migration by 
increasing the gradient slope (0.7, 1 and 2 mM/cm). 
 
Except for ECM proteins and peptides, different kinds of  growth factors (basic fibroblast growth 
factor (bFGF), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)) have also been prepared into gradients 
to explore the influence on cell migration. Wu et al.131 reported the influence of  the density gradient 
of  bFGF (density increased with a slope of  17 ng/cm2/mm) on directional migration of  VSMCs. 
They found that up to 70% of  the VSMCs migrated towards the part with higher density of  bFGF. 
However, the bFGF gradient did not influence the cell migration rate. A similar conclusion was 
also drawn by Cai and co-workers130 with a different cell type. They fabricated a gradient density 
of  VEGF from 54 to 132 ng/cm2 with a slope of  7.8 ng/cm2/mm. About 72% of  ECs migrated 
towards the part with higher density of  VEGF. However, the cell migration rate was not influenced.  
 
Although various gradients of  biological molecules such as proteins, peptides and growth factors 
have been proved effective in adjusting cell migration, it remains challenging to design biomaterials 
for precisely modulating cell migration because of  the complexity of  natural macromolecules in 
the ECM where cells reside. In addition, these biological molecules are costly and easy to diminish 
bioactivity or even denature, limiting their applications in vitro. For this reason, Han et al.112 prepared 
the swelling gradient and found that the VSMCs migrated to the low hydration region under a 
suitable cell density (1.5×104/cm2) (Figure 4C). To avoid direct contact between cells and only 
study the cell-substrate interactions, the migration of  cells at low density (5×103/cm2) was also 
investigated. In this case, cells migration was not influenced. Ren et al.113 prepared a MW gradient 
of  poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA) brushes with a thickness between 3 and 30 nm 
and slopes of  0.8−3.2 nm/mm, and then studied the directional migration of  VSMCs. The VSMCs 
migrated toward the region with reduced thickness. 
 
The investigations mentioned above are mainly focused on non-selective cell migration, however, 
selective cell migration is extremely crucial in many physiological procedures e.g., cancer metastasis, 
and inflammation79. Undesired cell migration can lead to serious problems134,135. For example, after 
vascular injury, the appropriate directional migration of  SMCs is important. However, compared 
to SMCs, fibroblasts (FIBs) may have a quicker response to inflammatory signals136,137, leading to 
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the generation of  scars. This could cause the reduction in contractile function of  SMCs and final 
angiosclerosis and adventitia fibrosis138. Therefore, it is important to design biomaterials that could 
facilitate the directional migration of  SMCs over FIBs139.  
 
However, most kind of  biomaterials are not suitable for selective cell migration and only some 
studies have reported this111,124,125,127,128. Yu and co-workers127 prepared density gradients of  Val-Ala-
Pro-Gly (VAPG) peptides on a PEG surface. This peptide can specifically bind to SMCs through 
cell surface receptors140. The results demonstrated that the migration of  SMCs was prompted 
towards the higher density of  VAPG. In contrast, the movement ability of  FIBs were markedly 
decreased. In addition, endothelium composed of  endotheliocytes (ECs), is damaged during 
atherosclerosis. The migration speed of  SMCs is faster than ECs, leading to further damage to the 
vasculature141. Therefore, it is important to develop and design a material that improve the 
migration of  ECs over SMCs. For this purpose, Yu et al.128 studied the density gradient of  Arg-
Glu-Asp-Val (REDV) peptide and the influence on the directional migration of  ECs rather than 
SMCs. REDV is the smallest active sequence of  Fn and can be recognized by integrin α4β1 receptor 
on ECs142. The REDV gradient selectively improved directional migration of  ECs toward the 
higher density of  REDV, while markedly decreased the attachment of  SMCs without influencing 
the migration speed and directionality. Furthermore, selective improvement of  directional 
migration of  Schwann cells (SCs) rather than FIBs is extremely important in peripheral nerve 
regeneration, which is beneficial for neuron regeneration and prevents fibrosis. Therefore, a 
complementary density gradient of  poly(3-dimethyl-methacryloyloxyethyl ammonium propane 
sulfonate) (PDMAPS) and KHIFSDDSSE peptide (KHI) was fabricated124. The SCs displayed 
improved migration toward the lower density of  PDMAPS and higher density of  KHI, while the 
migration behavior of  FIBs was not influenced by the surface gradient (Figure 4D). Taken 
together, successful adjustment of  the selective directional migration plays an important role for 
guided tissue regeneration. 
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Figure 4. (A) Representative migration behaviors for VSMCs cultured on the stiffness gradient and uniform 
stiffness gels decorated with Fn or laminin. Reprinted with permission from ref100. Copyright 2016 National 
Academy of  Sciences. (B) Migration trajectories of  cells on a (a) densely and (c) sparsely spaced ridged 
arrays. The skewness of  the distributions is shown in each panel (b, d). Reprinted with permission from 
ref32. Copyright 2009 Elsevier, Ltd. (C) Cell migration trajectories on the swelling gradient. The arrows 
mean the ratios of  cells moving to the direction of  lower degree of  hydration. Reprinted with permission 
from ref112. Copyright 2013 Elsevier, Ltd. Left: Schematic representation for the structure of  a 
complementary density gradient of  PDMAPS and KHI. Right: The effect on the migration of  SCs and 
FIBs. Reprinted with permission from ref124. Copyright 2015 Elsevier, Ltd. 
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Abstract 
 
Biophysical stimuli including topography play a crucial role in regulation of cell morphology, 
adhesion, migration, and cytoskeleton organization, and have been known to be important in 
biomaterials design for tissue engineering. However, little is known about the individual effects of 
topographic direction, structure repetition and feature size of the substrate on which wound healing 
occurs. We report on the design of a topographical gradient with wave-like features that gradually 
change in wavelength and amplitude which provides an efficient platform for an in vitro wound 
healing assay to investigate fibroblast migration. The wound coverage rate was measured on 
selected areas with wavelength sizes of 2 μm, 5 μm, and 8 μm in perpendicular and parallel 
orientation. Furthermore, a method was developed to produce independently controlled 
wavelength and amplitude and study which parameter have greater influence. Cell movement was 
guided by the topographical properties, the smaller wrinkle wavelength (2 μm) eliciting fastest 
migration speed and the migration speed increased with decreasing amplitude. However, when the 
amplitudes were matched, cells migrated faster on the larger wavelength. This study also highlights 
the sensitivity of fibroblasts to topographic orientation with cells moving faster in parallel direction 
of the topography. The overall behaviour indicated that the wavelength and amplitude both play 
an important role in directing cell migration. The collective cell migration was found not to be 
influenced by altered cell proliferation. These findings provide key insights into topography 
triggered cell migration and indicates the necessity for better understanding of material-directed 
wound healing for designing bio-inductive biomaterials. 
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3.1 Introduction 
 
The interaction between cells and their environment has been extensively investigated for several 
decades in the development of regenerative medicine and tissue engineering approaches1. It is 
important to study the interaction between cells and the scaffold on which they reside because it 
provides insight into the regeneration procedure and gives guidance principles for biomaterials 
design2. It has been shown that stimuli such as extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins3,4, 
(bio)chemical signals5 (material composition6, soluble factors7, and growth factors8), and other 
physical features such as stiffness9,10, and topography11–13 can affect cell morphology, adhesion, 
migration14,15, proliferation16, and differentiation17. Among these cell behaviors, cell migration is a 
key activity in numerous physiological and pathological processes such as embryonic development, 
angiogenesis, immune surveillance, cancer metastasis, tissue regeneration, and wound healing18. 
 
Dermal wound healing mainly accomplished through the coordination of four phase: 1) 
Hemostasis phase; 2) Inflammation phase; 3) cell migration/proliferation; 4) remodeling phase19. 
Therefore, after the inflammatory stage, the fibroblasts residing within the extracellular matrix 
(ECM) of various connective tissues and are key in players in the synthesis and remodeling of the 
tissue. The fibroblasts proliferate, migrate to the wound site, and activate into myofibroblasts, 
forming highly-organized cytoskeletons through enzyme and protein secretion to enable 
contraction and wound closure, which are critical for matrix synthesis and repair20,21. The migration 
of the cells has been shown to be directed by sensing chemical factors22, electrical gradients23, cell-
cell contact24, molecular signals25, stiffness26, and substratum topography27–31. For example, 
individual cells can migrate towards higher ECM densities or stiffer areas of the substratum32. 
Others have demonstrated that the covering rate of cell-free regions is maximized on a dense 
nanotopography, which decreases with increasing feature size, correlating directly with migration 
speed33. Growth factors can also influence migration in a similar way to ECM density or mechanics 
by controlling the cell focal adhesion or contractility and increase protrusion rates34. Others have 
demonstrated that growth factors stimulate the fibroblasts to secret ECM proteins such as collagen 
and fibronectin, but some growth factors such as PDGF, bFGF, TGF-β2 and TGF-β3 induce scar 
formation since they stimulate fibroblasts to excessively produce ECM35. For the purpose to cure 
the wound effectively without scar formation, instead of the growth factors, current studies 
represents much interest on wound dressing scaffolds which mimic the topography of ECM to 
promote dermal wound healing with less scar formation36. 
 
The ECM topography is regarded as crucial in the healing process as the fibroblasts can migrate to 
the wound area guided by the local microenvironmental topographical cues via ‘contact guidance’37 
and their migratory trajectories exhibit directed movement by ‘topotaxis’38. The natural ECM 
frequently adopts unique structures with feature sizes ranging from tens of nanometers to several 
hundred micrometers39. Particularly, concentric and linear alignment of ECM in specific tissues 
such as skin, heart, bone, nerve, muscle, and tendon exhibit anisotropic geometrical organization33. 
The anisotropic nature of the dermis morphology has previously been identified to play a crucial 
role, for example, in case of cesarean section the different instructing incision direction dictated 
different healing efficiency due to the tension line40. Aligned topography is ideal for mimicking the 
dermis anisotropy and altering both height (amplitude) and pitch (wavelength) facilitating 
illustration of different “ECM fiber features”. Current efforts in designing and manipulating 
synthetic ECMs with anisotropic properties still face large gaps and limitations in several aspects. 
It is required to fully understand the cellular responses towards topographical cues as topography 
intrinsically has several features that play a role such as pitch, amplitude, directionality, which 
should be independently varied and studied. In this study, we describe the design and manipulation 
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of surface topography gradients that gradually differ in wavelength and amplitude from nanometer 
to micrometer as a model ECM platform for investigating the relationship between local 
topography and cellular migration behaviors. We illustrate the crucial role of the topographic 
orientation, amplitude, and wavelength of aligned topography in dermal wound healing and 
exemplify these influences on the speed of fibroblast migration. By decoupling the wavelength and 
amplitude, the individual importance of these two parameters is elucidated. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first time that such a novel approach was developed to study the multi-
parameter influences that topography intrinsically provides. This study highlights that the 
topographical gradient is considered an important factor for the design and manipulation of 
bioengineering devices and controlling fundamental biological processes such as wound healing.  
 
3.2. Methods 
 
3.2.1 PDMS substrate preparation 
A PDMS film was prepared by mixing the elastomer and cross-linker (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) 
in a 10:1 ratio by weight. An 18 g mixture was vigorously stirred with a spatula, before the viscous 
mixture was degassed under vacuum to remove air bubbles and then poured into a cleaned, 12 × 
12 cm squared polystyrene petri dish and subsequently cured at 70 °C overnight. After curing, the 
elastomer slab was removed from the dish and cut in 2 × 2 cm substrates. 
 
3.2.2 Fabrication of  wavelength and amplitude decoupled wrinkle gradients  
 
3.2.2.1 Preparation of  planar PDMS substrates 
The fabrication process of topography gradients on PDMS is illustrated in Figure 1(A). PDMS 
was uniaxially stretched 30% from the original length and a right angled triangular prism mask, 
which is open on the face side, was placed on top of the PDMS substrate shielding the surface 
during plasma oxidation treatment (650 s, 100 mTorr) as described before41. After oxidation, the 
strain was released, which generates aligned wave-like topography gradient with a gradient with 
continuous change in wavelength and amplitude from the beginning to the end of the open side of 
the mask. 
 
3.2.2.2 Imprinting 
To overcome the limitation of the amplitude always being coupled to the wavelength due to the 
fabrication method, an imprint method was used to be able to further modify the topography 
amplitude by plasma oxidation for a second time. The topography gradient served as a mold and 
was placed in a new 2 × 2 cm squared polystyrene petri dish. 6 g of PDMS mixture (prepolymer 
and cross-linker at a ratio of 10:1) according to the method described above, was poured on top 
and then cured at 70 °C overnight. The mold and the imprint were separated, leaving an identical 
wave-like patterned substrate of non-oxidized PDMS. 
 
3.2.2.3 Wavelength and amplitude decoupled wrinkle gradient substrates 
After the substrate was imprinted, as shown in Figure 1(A) a flat mask was used to shield the 
substrate from plasma oxidation on the vertical direction and was repositioned to expose more 
substrate with each plasma treatment. Various plasma exposure times: 0 s, 20 s, 2 min was applied 
to decrease the amplitude without affecting the wavelength. This provides a topography gradient 
with altering amplitude and wavelength in the initial direction while in the perpendicular direction, 
the wavelength remains the same but the amplitude is lowered and thereby enabling the decoupling 
of wavelength and amplitude for use in topography guided in vitro wound healing assays. 
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3.2.3 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) characterization 
AFM images were obtained using a commercial atomic force microscope (Nanoscope V 
Dimension 3100 microscope, Veeco, United States) operating in tapping mode in air. Bruker 
SCANASYST-AIR (0.4 N m-1) and NP (0.017 N m-1) cantilevers made from silicon nitride with 
silicon tips were used before each measurement. The wavelength and amplitude of the wrinkles in 
these images were analyzed by Nano Scope Analysis software.  
 
3.2.4 Cell culture 
L929 fibroblast cells (purchased from European Collection of Authenticated Cell Cultures) were 
cultured in a regular growth medium consisting of Minimum Essential Media (MEM) (Thermo, 
USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco, Thermo, USA) and 1% 
penicillin/streptomycin. The cultures were maintained at 37 °C in a fully humidified incubator 
(Thermo, USA) of 5% CO2 in air. Medium during cell culture was exchanged every three days.  
 
3.2.5 In vitro wound healing assay 
A standard in vitro wound healing assay was used to evaluate the cell migration rate on different 
nanopatterned wrinkles with various wavelengths and amplitudes, as shown in Figure 1(B). PDMS 
substrates were sterilized using 70% ethanol and washed 3 times with sterile PBS before being 
placed into 6 well culture plates. L929 cells were seeded at a concentration of 5000/cm2 with MEM 
medium onto the topographic substrates. After 24 h, when the surface was completely covered by 
the cells, the scratch method was used. Namely, the wound site was marked at the bottom of 6 well 
plate by marker pen and put a ruler on the top then use sterilized yellow tips to generate a consistent 
0.5 mm wound gap. Selected areas with wavelength sizes of 2 μm, 5 μm, and 8 μm and also wrinkles 
with decreased amplitude after second plasma oxidation and flat substrate works as control were 
used in perpendicular and parallel orientation. The wound gap closure rate of L929 fibroblast cells 
was measured at 12, 24, 36, 48, 60 and 72 hours. At least three representative points along the 
wound site were used to evaluate the gap distance in separate samples. Three independent 
experiments were performed. 
 
3.2.6 Time-lapse imaging and single cell trajectory 
Leica DMIRE2 inverted microscope and specifications Solamere confocal microscope with live 
cell imaging system were used to trace fibroblast movements on different wrinkle surfaces. Imaging 
was performed in a controlled environment at 37 °C and 5% CO2 atmosphere controller. The 
images were automatically taken every 12 h. A 5× phase contrast objective was used to track cell 
movement every 12 h over a period of 72 h. The movement of single cells on the wound edge was 
taken automatically every 10 min for 15 h and measured by the ImageJ software and then analyzed 
with the Manual Tracking plugin. The migration speed was calculated via dividing the total cell 
migration distance by the migration time25. Cell trajectory in parallel and perpendicular direction 
and cell migration speed was recorded. Trajectory graphs were generated by using the “Plot-At-
Origin” program42. Three independent experiments were performed. 
 
3.2.7 Immunostaining 
For the proliferation assay, L929 cells were seeded at a concentration of 5000/cm2 on the wrinkle 
gradient in order to minimize the influence of cell-cell interaction25, and cultured in MEM with 
10% FBS to allow the cell proliferate. After a cell free area was generated, cells were washed with 
PBS, fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde (Sigma) solution for 20 min, and subsequently washed 
with PBS three times. Afterwards, cell membranes were permeated with 0.5% Triton X-100 (Sigma) 
solution for 3 min and blocked with 5% bovine serum albumin (Sigma) in PBS solution for 30 min 
to block nonspecific binding. Afterwards, the cells were incubated with primary antibody against 
Ki67 (Abcam, ab15580, 1:500) and Vinculin (Sigma, clone hVin-1, 1:100) for 1 h. Then a secondary 
TRITC-labeled or Texas RedX-labeled donkey-anti-rabbit or goat-anti-mouse antibody (Jackson 
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Immunolab, 1:100, v/v) was added for 1 h. The nucleus and cytoskeleton were stained using 4′, 6-
diamidino-2-phenylin-dole (DAPI) (Sigma, D9564, 1:500) and tetramethylrhodamine 
isothiocyanate (TRITC)-phalloidin, respectively by incubation for 1 hour. Finally, the cells were 
imaged with TissueFaxs microscope (Tissue-Gnostics GmbH, Vienna, Austria) at 10× 
magnification. To identify, proliferating cells, the percentage of ki67 positive cells was calculated at 
time points 12 h, 24 h, 36 h, and 48 h for all substrates. Next, we counted all cells and the cells 
positive for Ki67, the Ki67 intensity and total nuclei number were quantified using Tissue-Quest™ 
software (Tissue-Gnostics GmbH, Vienna, Austria) to assess the proliferative characteristics. 
Vinculin staining was observed using a LEICA TCS SP2 CLSM equipped with a 63× NA 0.80 
water immersion objective. Cell area was analyzed by Tissue Quest software (high-throughput 
analysis technique) via fluorescent F-actin stained cells. Additionally, image analysis of focal 
adhesion was done by Focal Adhesion Analysis Server43. Three independent experiments were 
performed. 
 
3.2.8 Statistics 
All data points are expressed as mean values ± standard deviation. Statistical analysis was 
performed with Origin 9.0 software. All data were analyzed using non-parametric analyses with 
Tukey’s test to determine differences between groups. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001, 
respectively. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. (A) Schematic illustration of the process to prepare topography gradients with PDMS with 
variable wavelengths and amplitudes. (B) Operational flowchart of in vitro wound gap assay that is used to 
evaluate the use of topography substrate for promoting wound healing. 
 
3.3 Results 
 
3.3.1 Wavelength and amplitude decoupled topography gradient substrate formation 
The topography gradient that is formed via the stretch-oxidation-release method using shielded 
plasma oxidation of PDMS in a gradient fashion, changes from the least exposed side to the most 
exposed side displaying a gradual change in amplitude ranging from 144 nm to 3000 nm and in 
wavelength from 0.8 μm to 14 μm as shown in Figure 2(A). Features obtained were well in line 
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with our previous work44. It has to be noted that wrinkle samples were post-treated with air plasma 
after wrinkle formation for 10 min to fully oxidize the surface and thereby exclude any chemical or 
stiffness variations. However, the formation of wrinkles via the strain-plasma oxidation-strain 
release method is always displaying an increasing amplitude with increasing wavelength. Although, 
this approach has potential to provide tremendous insights into topography driven processes, it 
has its limitations for providing information about cell contact guidance. 
 
We overcame the amplitude/wavelength limitation by generating an imprint into fresh PDMS that 
is further modified by plasma oxidation to decrease the amplitude but keep the same wavelength 
as shown in Figure 2(A). This is the first time that such a novel approach has been developed to 
generate a topographical surface with the same wavelength but decreasing amplitude that facilitates 
such a multi-parameter topography migration study to identify the individual effects of the 
wavelength and amplitude. 
 
The gradients with unidirectional change of amplitude or wavelength and the combinations of 
changes in both parameters provide a biomimetic platform for studying the effects of surface 
features on the morphology, proliferation and migration of fibroblast cells. This gradient targets 
more surface feature parameters simultaneously and thereby provides more information with fewer 
experiments with respect to decoupling the guidance effect of wavelength and amplitude. 
 
We chose three different wrinkle sizes (2 µm, 5 µm, 8 µm) for the migration study combined with 
plasma oxidation treatment for 0 s, 20 s, and 2 min, to decrease the amplitude. The wrinkle 
geometries were visualized using AFM, with measurements acquired after the second plasma 
oxidation (post-treatment). The representative AFM images are shown in Figure 2(B). The 
topography features obtained are wrinkles of wavelength (W in μm) 2 µm with amplitudes (A in 
nm) 620 nm, W: 5 µm with A: 1400 nm, and W: 8 µm with A: 2400 nm (W2A0.6, W5A1.4 and 
W8A2.4). After plasma oxidation treatment for 20 s, and 2 min the topography features are W: 2 
µm with A: 310 nm, and 140 nm; W: 5 µm with A: 630 nm, and 400 nm; and W: 8 µm with A: 1300 
nm, and 610 nm (W2A0.3, W2A0.1, W5A0.6, W5A0.4, and W8A1.3, W8A0.6), respectively. 
Notably, the substrate with the combined parameters makes it easy to compare the guidance effect 
of the same wrinkle size with different amplitudes and the same amplitude with different 
wavelengths to decouple the guidance effects of wavelength and amplitude at the same time. 
During the topography preparation process, hundreds of combinations were generated providing 
the opportunity to select features of the same wavelength and different amplitude and vice versa. 
The ratio of amplitude to wavelength (surface aspect ratio, reported further as SAR) for different 
wave-like wrinkles is plotted in supplement Figure S1. After the second plasma treatment for 20 s 
and 2 min, the amplitude decreased compared to the original features (0 s). When the amplitude is 
decreasing while the wavelength remains the same, the SAR will increase. On the contrast, after 
the time 0 s, the W2A0.6, W5A1.4, and W8A2.4; after 20 s the W2A0.3, W5A0.6, W8A1.3; and 
after 2 min W2A0.1, W5A0.4,W8A0.6, showed no significant difference, respectively.  
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Figure 2. (A) Quantification of Wavelength and amplitude of the structured PDMS surfaces prepared by 
strain-oxidation-release process after the second time plasma oxidation (0 s, 20 s, 2 min) to decrease the 
amplitude. Data are reported as mean ± standard deviation (SD) (n = 30 wrinkles). Scale bars are 5μm and 
apply to all images. (B) Representative AFM images and amplitude curves of the structured PDMS surfaces 
prepared by strain-oxidation-release process during different air plasma time. The representative wrinkle 
profiles are shown with wavelength and amplitude W2A0.6, W2A0.3, W2A0.1, W5A1.4, W5A0.6, W5A0.4, 
W8A2.4, W8A1.3, W8A0.6 respectively. 
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3.3.2 Topography size and direction affect migration speeds 
Studies now show that topography significantly affects the morphology and the migration of living 
cells, which is known as contact guidance45. For a better understanding of the contact guidance and 
the wound healing procedure, the standardized and frequently used L929 fibroblast cell was used 
to study migration behaviors which were observed by time-lapse imaging. For quantitative 
evaluation of contact guidance, the rate of repopulating the generated cell-free area was analyzed 
by measuring the area of the cell-free region re-occupied by the fibroblasts.  
 
Except for the wrinkle wavelength and amplitude, another essential factor investigated was the cell 
migration with respect to the orientation of the topography as it has been previously reported that 
due to the anisotropic nature of dermis morphology, the incision direction parallel to the skin 
tension line presented smaller scar formation and better healing36. The overall approach is shown 
in Figure 1(B), in which a cell-free area was generated on the gradient surface via the scratch 
method. And cell migration studies were evaluated on cells to move along the topography direction 
and orthogonally to the topographies. The scratch made parallel (Pa) to the topography direction 
induces cellular migration orthogonally to the topographies while a scratch in a perpendicular (Per) 
direction induces cellular migration that follows a path in the same direction as the topographies. 
As the time-lapse imaging results illustrate, the scratch direction perpendicular to the wrinkle 
direction shows different wound healing behaviors in terms of the coverage rate of closing the cell-
free area compared to the parallel scratch. After 60 h, the perpendicular scratch displayed more 
considerable cell area coverage (greater scratch area closure) as compared to the parallel and flat 
cases, as shown in Figure 3(A) and the enlarged image of the wound closure rate after 60 h cell 
movement. This observation indicates that migration in line with the direction of the topography 
is faster than when the cells need to “climb over” the topographies and when the orientation is 
considered the topography is able to both stimulate and inhibit migration as compared to the 
migration on a planar substrate. The covering rate of cells on the parallel patterns is slower than 
on the flat surface, while the perpendicular patterns induce faster coverage. Specifically, the fastest 
cell migration rate was observed on the smaller wavelength (W2A0.6) and decreased with increasing 
wavelength (W8A2.4).  
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Figure 3. The effects of topographic orientation and wrinkle wavelength in dictating cellular responses for 
re-covering cell-free area. (A) Schematic of parallel and perpendicular cell migration patterns and 
representative microscopic images of cell free region closure across time for assessing in vitro migration rate 
with respect to the orientation and wrinkle size and the enlarge image after 60 h wound closer. (B) 
Quantification of % area covered by fibroblasts for each orientation and wrinkle size across time. Three 
independent experiments were performed. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01). 
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3.3.3 Topography does not alter proliferative behavior 
For a better understanding of whether the different wound closure behaviors were associated with 
cell proliferation, a proliferation assay was used. The quantitative analysis of Ki67 positively stained 
cells was performed on the wound edge by observing the immunofluorescence of Ki67 expression 
to compare the proliferation potentials. After L929 cells migrate into the cell free area for 12 h, 24 
h, 36 h, and 48 h, cells were fixed and immunostaining of Ki67 was performed labeling the 
proliferative cells (green), while all cell nuclei were stained using DAPI (blue). Representative 
images are shown in Figure 4(A), where no prominent differences on different wrinkle surfaces 
were observed.  
 
Quantitative results of percentage of Ki67 positive cells shown in Figure 4(B) indicate that there 
was no difference in the number of proliferating cells between the different topographies at any of 
the time points. In addition, cell density on each surface was also examined by dividing the total 
number of cells on the wrinkle surface by the surface area they covered. As Figure 4(C) indicates, 
no differences were observed in cell density across the different topographies. Therefore, we 
concluded that the cells adjacent to the edge of the wound were not alternatively induced to 
proliferate but rather, that the mechanisms underlying the wound closure were driven by effective 
cell movement. 

 
Figure 4. Ki67 proliferation assay. (A) Representative images of  the wound border on the different wrinkle 
size on the parallel and perpendicular direction. Proliferating Ki67 positive cells were stained in green. Cell 
nuclei were counter stained in blue (DAPI). (B) Average percentage of  Ki67 positive cells and Cell density 
(C) at each time point. Scale bars: 200 µm. Three independent experiments were performed. 
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3.3.4 Cell migration is affected by wavelength, amplitude, and orientation 
For a better understanding of the individual guidance effect of wavelength and amplitude, in vitro 
wound healing assays were performed on topographies where amplitude and wavelength were 
individually altered to investigate how the wound gap closure rate was affected by both individual 
features and if migration direction continues to play a role (Figure 5). We decreased the amplitude, 
while maintaining the same wavelength by controlling the degree of plasma oxidation. We chose 
three different wrinkle sizes with the wavelength and amplitude of W2A0.6, W2A0.3, W2A0.1, 
W5A1.4, W5A0.6, W5A0.4, W8A2.4, W8A1.3, W8A0.6, which made it possible to compare the 
individual effect of wavelength and amplitude. Every wavelength was accompanied by a decreasing 
amplitude; the W2A0.6, W5A0.6, and W8A0.6 were used to compare what occurs when the 
amplitude remains the same but the wavelength was altered. 
 
Representative images are shown in Figure 5(A) for 24 h cell coverage after scratching. Comparing 
the various samples, generally, the 2 μm wavelength showed the greatest degree of final coverage, 
for both the scratches in the parallel and the perpendicular directions, the degree of coverage 
increased with decreasing amplitude. The migration was followed over time and wound gap closure 
quantified for all topographic combinations, for both migration directions, to identify which feature 
was most dominant in regulating the migration (Figure 5(B)-(G)). The largest differences between 
migration behaviors were observed for the situations on parallel direction (Figure 5(B)-(D)). The 
extreme difference is between W8A2.4 and W2A0.1, where the difference in wound closing 
percentage becomes more apparent going from 12 h to 48 h. From Figure 5(D) it is clearly 
observed that smaller wavelength and decreased amplitude both increased the percentage closure 
achieved by the cells. This behavior is not as apparent when studying the movement of the cells 
that were following the direction of the topography, perpendicular scratch Figure 5(E)-(G). 
Under these conditions, the differences are observable with an increasing closure percentage with 
decreasing wavelength and amplitude. Comparing Figure 5(D) and Figure 5(G), it can be said 
that wound closure is facilitated when cells migrate following the perpendicular scratch. It has to 
be noted that the lowering of the wavelength as shown in Figure 5(B)-(G) in each row is also 
associated with a decrease in amplitude making it difficult to conclude that wavelength has a 
pronounced effect. For making such a conclusion, it would be necessary to have surfaces with the 
same amplitude but different wavelengths. To identify the true influence of wavelength rather than 
a wavelength coupled to an amplitude, the diagonal vector (W2, 0 sec; W5, 20 sec; W8, 2 min) 
within each plot in Figure 5(B)-(G) provides important insights, as these were designed to match 
in amplitude (W2A0.6, W5A0.6, W8A0.6).  
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Figure 5. Results of in vitro wound healing assay on chosen substrates in parallel and perpendicular 
direction. (A) Representative microscopic images of in vitro migration on chosen surface on parallel and 
perpendicular direction on 24 h. (B), (C) and (D) Quantification of covered area by fibroblasts in parallel 
direction and (E), (F) and (G) in perpendicular direction to investigate the individual effect of wrinkle 
wavelength and amplitude on wound healing at 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h after the cell free area was generated. 
Scale bar is 200 μm. Three independent experiments were performed. 
 
3.3.5 Increasing wavelength increases cell free area coverage 
To illustrate the contribution of wavelength to the rate of wound gap closure, cell behaviors were 
investigated using wrinkle surfaces with the same amplitude but with different wavelengths 
(W2A0.6, W5A0.6, and W8A0.6). Interestingly, substrates with different wavelength, but the same 
amplitude (Figure 6) exhibited significant differences between each other. Unlike the increase in 
wound healing rate that was found for topography W2A0.6 as compared to the rate on W8A2.4, 
as might have been concluded from Figure 5, when the amplitudes were maintained, the wound 
healing rate showed a decreasing rate going from W8A0.6 to W2A0.6 . When the wavelengths are 
the same, fibroblast cells appear to move faster on the topographies with decreased amplitude, but 
when the wrinkle amplitudes are the same, fibroblasts move faster on the topographies with larger 
wavelengths. In all cases the coverage rate was equal or higher than those on the flat substrates 
indicating that it is not a matter of creating a more flat-like topography. 
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Figure 6. Quantification of  covered area by fibroblasts on wrinkle surface with the same amplitude in 
parallel and perpendicular direction on the 12 h, 24 h, 36 h, and 48 h. Three independent experiments were 
performed. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01)  
 
3.3.6 Single cell trajectory and migration speed is affected by topography 
The mobility of the fibroblasts depends intrinsically on the cell–material interactions. Although 
wrinkle wavelength and amplitude both play an essential role in regulating the wound closure rate, 
it cannot automatically be concluded that the parameters that regulate migration speed contribute 
to wound closure. The cell migration trajectories are also the dependent factors for regulating 
wound closure. The same speed but a more diffuse trajectory could provide the same wound close 
rate as having the same trajectory but different migration speed. Detailed migration pathways of 
40 representative cells were analyzed by in situ tracking the trajectories of individual cells on both 
sides of the wound edge. Hereby, substrates W2A0.1, W2A0.6, and W8A0.6 on the parallel and 
perpendicular direction were used that enabled the comparison between the same wavelengths but 
different amplitudes and the same amplitudes with varying wavelengths, respectively. The 
movement trajectories were reconstructed into a two-dimensional graphic by setting the starting 
position on the wound edge form both sides of the wound as the origin coordinates (0, 0) (Figure 
7 (A)). The end-points of trajectories were shown as below and analyzed by the Rayleigh test as 
used in previous studies46,47. 
 
In general, when looking at the movement of the cells, further distance is traveled from the wound 
edge under conditions with same amplitude but higher wavelength (W8A0.6 vs. W2A0.6) and less 
distance is travelled from the wound edge into the wound area when the wavelength remains the 
same but the amplitude is increased (W8A0.6 vs. W8A2.4). The movement of cells on the higher 
wavelength with decreased wavelength (W8A0.6) topographies displayed a further spread distance 
(Figure 7(A)) and presented the highest speed (Figure 7(B)) and therefore were able to close the 
wound gap more efficiently. Interestingly, cells that migrate along the topography direction have 
very different wound closer rates, but migration speed displayed no significant difference 
(W2A0.6Per vs. W8A2.4Per). Even though the speed of migration is the same on both surfaces, 
the more concentrated movement causes faster wound closure as seen on W2A0.6, as was reflected 
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in Figure 5(F).  
 
From time-lapse tracking, the average migration speeds were determined for the different 
topographies and the different migration directions with respect to the topography (Figure 7(B)). 
In general, migration speed on perpendicular direction thus along the topographies is higher than 
when cells on the parallel direction. Both amplitude and wavelength had an effect on the migration 
speed; when the amplitude is kept the same a higher wavelength will increase the speed, while the 
wavelength kept the same, a decreased amplitude will increase the speed at least in the case when 
cells migrate across the topography. In the case of migration moving in the same direction as the 
topography, the highest speed is found with lower amplitude and higher wavelength, indicating 
that reduction of the wavelength or increasing the amplitude have similar effects on the cellular 
migration speed. The differences in the rates of wound closure in these instances originate from 
the changes in the migration trajectory. The highest cell migration speed was found for W8A0.6Per 
(~0.46 μm/min) while the lowest speed was found for W8A2.4Pa (~0.13 μm/min).  
 

 
 

Figure 7. Migration traces of single cell and cell movement speed at the wound edge. (A) Movement plots 
continuously tracking activity of 40 representative cells on wound edge every 10mins for 15 h on different 
wrinkle surface samples. Cell migration was investigated with same amplitude different wavelength and same 
wavelength but different amplitude. (B) Statistical migration rate fibroblasts on different wrinkles. Three 
independent experiments were performed. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001); n=40. 
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3.3.7 Cell morphology and focal adhesion distribution affected by wrinkle topography 
Based on our results demonstrating the significant difference of cell migration behavior on the 
wrinkle substrate, we investigated the interaction between cells and topography from the cell 
morphology and focal adhesions (FA) distribution of cells. FAs are adhesion plaques formed by an 
assembling complex of integrins and proteins and plays a critical role in cell adhesion and 
migration48. To investigate detailed cell morphology and focal adhesion distribution of L929, cells 
were immunostained for the nucleus, cytoskeleton, and vinculin. The fluorescent images were 
obtained by CLSM after 24 hours of cell seeding on the topographies, W8A0.6, W2A0.6, W8A2.4, 
and the flat control. 

As shown in Figure 8(A), differences in cell morphology and focal adhesion distribution were 
observed. Fibroblast cells on the flat substrate had bigger cell spreading area than on the 
topography substrates, while the average single nucleus area showed no significant differences as 
illustrated by the quantitative data displayed in Figure 8(B) and Figure 8(C). These results 
demonstrate that the flat substrate, the absence of specific topography, might allow cells to have 
enough space to form stress fibers into various directions. As for the FAs, the flat and W8A2.4 
substrate showed more well defined dash-like vinculin spots (typically regarded as mature focal 
adhesions) than others. To analyze the effects on the FA distribution of cells by nanotopographical 
patterns in further detail, we performed quantitative analysis of the FA area per cell, shown in 
Figure 8(D). Flat and W8A2.4 faciliated additional adhesion sites and the focal adhesions are more 
spread. In comparison, such focal adhesions were less observed for cells on the W8A0.6 and 
W2A0.6 patterns. What’s more, the W8A0.6 pattern showed less FA than W2A0.6. As previously 
reported in literature, too much expressed focal adhesion may retard cell migration33. The 
nanotopographical (600 nm amplitude) substrates displayed less FA area and is likely to be 
correlated with the trend of cell migration speeds. 

 
Figure 8. Immunofluorescence staining of L929 cells grown on flat, W8A0.6, W2A0.6 and W8A2.4 
substrates for 24 h. (A) Cells were stained for DAPI (nucleus, blue), F-actin (red) and vinculin (green). Scale 
bar for all images is 50 μm. Quantification of the expression of cell area (B), nuclear area (C) and FA area 
(D) in cells cultured for 24 h, normalized by cell number. Three independent experiments were performed. 
Data are shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD), and *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.  
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3.4 Discussion  
 
In this study, the principal aim was to examine fibroblast migration behaviors in response to wave-
like topography cues and the parameters thereof namely amplitude, wavelength, and direction, and 
its possible function in dermal wound healing. The migration results indicate that fibroblast cells 
were sensitive to topographic dimensions of both the wavelength and amplitude, and that it further 
depends on the topographical orientation with respect to the anisotropy of the topography. When 
the wavelengths are the same, the cells stimulated to close the wound gap faster with a smaller 
amplitude. The smaller wavelength, here 2 μm, with decreased amplitude showed the best wound 
healing effect. However, when the amplitudes are the same, the cells prefer to close the wound 
faster with larger wavelengths. The observed effects were not due to accelerating cell proliferation 
but caused by topography-driven collective cell migration.  
 
Controlling cell-topography interactions is pivotal for synthetic ECM scaffold in dermal wound 
healing. However, there are still some limitations to understand the relevant contribution of these 
cues on the observed cellular migration response. In this study, for the first time, such a novel 
approach was developed, which uniquely decouples topography parameters, such as the 
wavelength and amplitude, for studying the multi-parameter influences of the cell movement 
through contact guidance. The arrays of parallel wave-like wrinkles were developed that gradually 
differ in wavelength and amplitude from nanometer to micrometer as a model ECM platform for 
investigating the relationship between local topography and cellular migration behaviors. In 
contrast with individual topography substrates, the nano-topography gradients target more surface 
feature parameters simultaneously and provide a superior data collection with fewer experiments.49 
These powerful cues can be used to define fibroblast cell velocity and proliferation, and control 
cell migration paths on the cell free area, which can be used to both mimic the complexity of in 
vivo conditions and as a model for design novel tissue properties.  
 
According to previous fibroblast migration studies, the fibroblasts were polarized and migrated 
following the topographical anisotropy, the maximum migration speed was found in spacing ratios 
similar to those of the ECM fibers50. The topographical dimension range used in this study 
represent a similar range of dimensions to those of individual collagen fiber bundles present in the 
native ECM51, which range from several hundred nanometers to 400 μm in diameter depending on 
the tissue type. What is more, the substrates patterned used in the previous work are frequently 
used with topographic ridges and grooves52,53 with right angles and sharp ridges. In our study, the 
substrate used was a wave-like wrinkle surface with a semicircular shape, which mimics more 
closely the collagen fibers in ECM and therefore represent a more biologically relevant approach 
to study the natural wound recovery procedure or potential scar-less generated wound healing. 
 
In this study, the decoupled guidance effect of wavelength and amplitude was investigated on the 
same substrates in an efficient way. Previous cell migration study show that substrates with 
different groove depths, but the same widths exhibit a significant difference of migration, 
substrates with various groove widths but having the same depth showed negligible differences54. 
Our work underlines that topographical cues, the wavelength and amplitude both plays an 
important role in wound healing process as we do observe differences for both intrinsic parameters. 
When the wavelengths are the same, the cell moves more efficiently on the smaller amplitude 
surface from their initial positions while generally, the 2 μm wavelength with the decreased 
amplitude shows the best closing effect. However, when the amplitudes are the same, the cell 
prefers to move faster on the surface with larger wavelength. Previous studies have demonstrated 
that cell motility is sensitive to the aspect ratio or the effects of slopes of nano-micro patterns55,56. 
In this study, when the wavelength keeps the same but amplitude decreased (W2A0.6 vs. W2A0.3 
vs. W2A0.1) the aspect ratio (shown in supplement Figure S1) will increase and showed higher 
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wound closure rate which concluded from Figure 4. However, when compared with the W2A0.6 
vs. W5A1.4 vs. W8A2.4, the wound closer rate was not the same as seen from Figure 4, but the 
aspect ratio showed no significant difference. It indicated that the aspect ratio has an influence on 
cell migration to a certain degree but may not be the main reason. Additionally, due to the 
anisotropic nature of dermis morphology57, it emphasizes that the effect of surface topography 
orientation significantly affects the capacity of cells to recover a created cell-free area. Our work 
underlines that both parameters, the wavelength and amplitude, can affect cell movement and that 
it further depends on the migration direction. There is a lot of work that indicates different ECMs 
alter cell proliferation58. In the current in vitro wound healing study, the proliferation rate and cell 
division were not different on wave-like topographies; thus the filling rate of the cell-free area was 
primarily governed by effective cell migration. 
 
The single cell trajectories and migration rates on various surfaces at the wound edge were recorded 
(Figure 7) by a time-lapse microscope during 15h culture time after cell free area were generated. 
As shown in Figure 7(B), the cell migration rate is influenced by both wavelength and amplitude. 
The highest migration rate was found on W8A0.6-Per at a rate such as 0.46μm/min and the speed 
is significantly enhanced compared to other surfaces. The lowest speed was found for W8A2.4Pa 
(~0.13 μm/min). However, the cell speed on W2A0.6 and W8A2.4 showed no significant 
difference, while the wound closure rate was different, which was revealed Figure 5. The cell 
movements under all the conditions revealed that cell group spreading area (the circle showed in 
Figure 7(A) was enhanced on the W8A0.6-Pa more than W2A0.6-Pa and W8A2.4-Pa and showed 
the same trend on the perpendicular direction. These results confirm that wound closer rate was 
higher on the smaller wavelength when the amplitude were same and faster on bigger wavelength 
when the amplitude were same, which is in good accordance with the cell coverage experiment as 
showed in Figure 3 and Figure 5. These results suggest that single cell migration and cell group 
migration both matters for the cell recruitment procedure. Also, the cell movement was not 
completely random on the substrate, the fibroblast cells directionally moves to the cell free area, 
which confirm that the migration direction is guided by the substrate. 
 
It has been established that ECM plays a crucial role in regulating cell migration, cells sense and 
respond to the mechanical properties of the ECM. For instance, numbers of surface-immobilized 
proteins such as fibronectin (FN) and laminin, could act as biochemical cues and accurately regulate 
cell migration59. What is more, some materials like bioglass can stimulate fibroblasts to accelerate 
wound healing by secreting more bioactive growth factors and proteins like collagen I, and 
fibronectin60. Cells interacting with the substrate surface is a dynamic process involving adhesion 
and migration. Previous research characterized that nano-topographic surfaces promote cell 
migration through the regulation of focal adhesion via focal adhesion kinase(FAK)/Rac1 
activation30. Some others concluded that topography regulates cell adhesion, proliferation and self-
renewal involving mechanosensory integrin-mediated cell-matrix adhesion, myosin II, and E-
cadherin61. Our work strongly confirmed the sensitivity of fibroblasts to topographical stimuli, 
which presents strong evidence for the importance of considering topographical factors in 
designing new wound healing approaches and treatments. For a better understanding of the role 
of topographical stimuli in the wound healing procedure, the cell morphology, cytoskeletal 
organization, focal adhesion (FA), ECM protein expression and the mechanotransduction need to 
be further investigated. The method presented here would be a useful tool for investigation of the 
role of various geometrical factors such as orientation and topographical cues that come into play 
in a combined fashion. The guidance effect on cell and materials interfaces is proposed as a crucial 
factor for the design and manipulation of bioengineering devices to promote wound healing and 
tissue repair. 
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3.5 Conclusion 
 
In this study, we presented a topographically patterned substrate of variable local wavelength and 
amplitude in a single substrate as a novel platform for studying the guidance of fibroblast migration 
in an in vitro wound healing procedure. The substrate was fabricated by a combination of plasma 
oxidation and imprinting methods, which provides a simple and efficient way to investigate 
topography guidance effects on cell migration. This migration study indicates that cells can 
recognize the topographic dimensions of surface wrinkles, resulting in differences in migration 
behavior. The wavelength/amplitude decoupled guidance effect was investigated for the first time. 
When the wavelengths are the same, the cells are stimulated to close the wound gap faster when 
the amplitude is smaller. The smaller wavelength, here 2 μm with decreased amplitude, showed the 
best wound healing effect. However, when the amplitudes are the same, the wound close faster 
with the larger wavelengths. Furthermore, the fibroblast migration behaviors are influenced by the 
topographical orientation. The observed effects were not due to accelerating cell proliferation but 
caused by topography-driven collective cell migration. These findings suggest that for in vitro 
wound healing procedure the topography of materials is essential, both wrinkle wavelength, and 
amplitude design should be considered. The topography of substrates may give guidance in 
designing biomedical implants and optimal wound dressings and skin engineering scaffolds. 
 
ASSOCIATED CONTENT 
 
Supporting Information 
 
Aspect ratio of the created wrinkled surface after second plasma for 0 s, 20 s, and 2 min respectively 
(Figure S1). 
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3.6 Supporting information 
 
 

 
Figure S1. Aspect ratio of the created wrinkled surface after second plasma for 0 s, 20 s, and 2 min 
respectively. Three independent experiments were performed. Data are reported as mean ± standard 
deviation (SD) (n = 30 wrinkles). 
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Abstract 
 
Topography can considerably influence cell adhesion, movement, proliferation, and differentiation. 
All these activations that induce the altered behavior occur inside the cell, which is always 
heterogeneous and highly volume-occupied. The macromolecular crowding inside the cell 
influences the reactivity and distribution of proteins and poly-nucleic acids and their folding, 
association, and diffusion. Therefore, spatiotemporal readout of crowding in response to external 
stimuli such as topography may provide better understanding of material-induced cell activation. 
Here, HEK293T cells were transfected with a fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-
based sensor for direct evaluation of the macromolecular crowding inside living cells that are 
stimulated by wave-like surface topographies with different wavelengths ranging from 0.5 μm to 
25 μm. An increased macromolecular crowding was observed for cells cultured on 0.5 μm and 2 
µm topographies. The 2 μm induced a larger cell area and nucleus formation, high metabolic 
activities, proliferation rate, and more protein expression, correlated with increased focal adhesion 
and myosin tension but not YAP-TAZ transduction. These findings provide key insights in 
topography triggered macromolecular crowding and provides useful information to better 
understanding interfaces between cells and materials and thereby give direction to identify specific 
mechanisms. 
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4.1 Introduction 
 
Cells and their interaction with their environment is pivotal for the development of the cells as it 
obtains a broad range of stimuli from the extracellular matrix (ECM)1 but also from interacting 
with materials2. Stimuli from the cellular microenvironment includes (bio)chemical cues (e.g., 
surface chemistry3, extracellular matrix proteins4,5, and growth factors6) and physical cues (stiffness7 
and topography8–10) and these cues have a significant influence on the cellular behaviors11. It is well-
established that surface topography significantly affects cell morphology and orientation through a 
phenomenon termed as contact guidance12. While the biochemistry of the ECM and available 
cytokines produced by other cells will affect cell proliferation and differentiation, it has been 
investigated that cells can sense surface patterns between 10 nm and 100 μm13 and the nano- and 
micro-scale topography play a pivotal role in controlling fundamental cell behaviors. Our previous 
work has demonstrated that topography has a significant influence on cell morphology14, 
attachment, migration15, proliferation, and differentiation14,16and even the mechanical property of 
single cells17. 
 
Altered physical states of the cell, e.g., morphology, spreading, mechanical properties, and 
rearrangement of the cytoskeleton are all dependent on intracellular processes, which are occurring 
in a crowded, confined space. Almost 80% of the cytoplasmic volume is composed of water, the 
other 20-30% of the volume is filled with biomacromolecules, for example, ribosomes, proteins, 
nucleic acids, and a variety of enzymes and intermediate metabolites, various nutrients and 
macromolecular monomers. Accordingly, The total concentration of macromolecular components 
range from 50 to over 400 mg ml−1, depending on the cell type18. The most basic and often 
dominant contribution of macromolecular reactions inside cells are assessed as volume 
exclusion19,20, which is an entropic effect arising from the mutual impenetrability of 
macromolecules. The excluded volume dominate processes such as proteins and poly-nucleic acids 
conformation, aggregation and diffusion21, and other molecular associations, transport, and 
enzymatic reactions. Considerable research efforts have been devoted to the important effects of 
the excluded volume of macromolecular crowding created in vitro by using high concentrations of 
natural or synthetic macromolecules in the surrounding medium to affirm the thermodynamic 
equilibria and dynamics of biomolecular self-assembly22. 
 
The annexation of high concentrations of macromolecules in vitro enhances: folding of 
polypeptide chains to form functional proteins, assembly of oligomeric protein structures23,24 and 
efficiency of some molecular chaperones. Additionally, volume exclusion induced by 
macromolecular crowding increments the extent of actin polymerization, accelerate the enzyme 
reaction rate25 and metabolic pathways26,27. Some culture media polymeric additives like Ficoll, 
dextran, polyethylene glycol (PEG), and poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) have been frequently used 
as crowding agents, which have been added to in vitro cultures to create high crowding conditions. 
For instance, high concentrations of macromolecules such as bovine serum album and Ficoll 70 
accelerate the protein refolding kinetics28. Others have validated the biological advantages of 
macromolecular crowding using carbohydrate-based macromolecules or different macromolecules 
of various sizes (10−500 kDa), which were added to the culture medium and  dramatically enhanced 
the deposition of extracellular matrix, and further boost progenitor cell differentiation and 
proliferation through creation of excluded volume29,30. Recent studies have demonstrate that the 
crowding in the extracellular medium directly lead to arrangement of extracellular matrix protein 
deposits, cytoskeleton alignment, and the resulting cell-matrix cooperation further affecting hMSCs 
adhesiveness, reproduction, and movement31. It is important to highlight that macromolecular 
crowding is also applied in the field of materials science and affects the molecular self-assembly, 
controls material structures and physical properties, is applied during synthesis of nanomaterials, 
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and provides great potential of functional materials, cell surface engineering, and bioreactors32. 
Our previous work has demonstrated that the topography of a surface will influence the cell 
mechanical property and further impacts the osteogenic differentiation of mesenchymal stem 
cells13,33. Macromolecular crowding inside the cell influences the reactivity and distribution of 
participating protein and nuclei reactions and therefore it is hypothesized that topography has a 
significant influence on the macromolecular crowding. In this study, we used a previously 
developed FRET-based sensor, which has the FRET pair m-Cerulean (cyan fluorescent protein) 
and m-Citrine (yellow fluorescent protein), positioned at the N terminus and C terminus, 
respectively, for directly measuring the crowding inside living cells34. The changes in fluorescence 
are a result from FRET efficiency adjustment, which increases with increasing macromolecular 
crowding. HEK293T cells, as previously used, were transfected with this FRET-based sensor and 
seeded on PDMS substrates with a wave-like topography varying in wavelength and amplitude. 
Furthermore, cell morphology, metabolic activities, protein expression, and the mechanical 
transduction were also investigated to connect the altered macromolecular crowding with altered 
cell behavior. Spatiotemporal readout of crowding rather than invoking it with polymeric additives 
is a compelling tool for better understanding the interactions between cells and materials and allows 
us to investigate in the role of macromolecular crowding during the cell developmental stages. 

4.2 Methods 
 
4.2.1 PDMS substrate preparation 
To prepare the wave-like substrate, 18 g liquid PMDS base (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) and curing 
agent were mixed in a ratio of 10:1 or 15:1. Before deposited into a cleaned squared polystyrene 
petri dish, the air bubbles were removed by applying vacuum and the mixture was cured at 85 °C 
for 2 h. Subsequently, the elastomer slab was cut into a 9 × 9 cm diameter disks for further use. 
To fabricated the aligned wave-like topographic substrates the stretch-oxidation-release method 
were used as described previously17and summarized in Table. 1.  
 
4.2.2 Imprinting 
For the purpose of guarantee the consistent chemical composition and stiffness properties but 
different topographic, the prepared aligned topographic substrates were served as a mold. 30 g 
freshly prepared PDMS mixture in a weight ratio of 10:1 for precursor and curing agent was poured 
on the top of fabricated wrinkle mold, subsequently cured at 70 °C overnight. After curing, the 
mold was removed providing a fresh identical wave-like PDMS substrate. Additionally, the new 
substrates were post-treated with air plasma at 500 mTorr for 10 min for further use. 

4.2.3 Topography characterization by atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
Topography was characterized by atomic force microscope (Nano-scope V Dimension 3100 
microscope, Veeco, United States) managing in tapping mode in air. Bruker SCANASYST-AIR 
(0.4 N m-1) and NP (0.017 N m-1) cantilevers made from silicon nitride with silicon tips (model 
DNP-10 tip) were used before each measurement. AFM images were analyzed by Nano-Scope 
Analysis software.  

4.2.4 Cell culture 
HEK293T (passage 12) were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagles Medium-High Glucose 
(DMEM-HG) (Gibco) medium, consisting of 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (Gibco), 2 mM L-
glutamine (Gibco), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen). Cells were incubated at 37 °C 
under 5% CO2 atmosphere. The medium was refreshed every 2 days and cells were harvested at 
almost 80% confluency. The confluent cells were routinely sub-cultured by trypsinization and were 
used for further studies. 
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4.2.5 Macromolecular crowding sensor transfection 
For transfection experiments, HEK293T cells were seeded in a six-well plate (Thermo Scientific) 
at the density of 2 × 105 cells/well. When reaching 70%-80% confluency, HEK293T cells were 
transfected with plasmid DNA encoding crowding sensor conforming to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. That is 100 µl of  serum-free Opti-MEM (Thermo fisher) incubate with 1 µg of  the 
pc-DNA 3.1 plasmid encoding for the crowding sensor and 3 µl of Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo 
fisher) separately for 10 min, then mix together for 20 min. Then cells were washed with warm 
Opti-MEM medium, and 400 µl warm optimum was supplemented per well and 200 µl of lipoplex 
mixture solution were dropped immediately. After 4 h incubation at 37 °C with 5% CO2 the Opti-
MEM medium was exchanged to normal growth medium. After 24 h, prepared aligned wave-like 
patterns were sterilized with 70% ethanol for 30 min and washed three times with Phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) and cutting to fit 24-well plate before cell seeding. Afterwards, transfected 
HEK293T cells were harvested by trypsinization and seeded onto the substrates at 6 × 104 cells 
per well. 
 
4.2.6 Confocal fluorescence microscopy of  HEK293T cells 
The expression of the crowding sensor in the HEK293T cells was evaluated by delta vision elite 
confocal fluorescence microscopy, which was equipped with a environment controller to maintain 
37 °C with 5% CO2 atmosphere and also make it possible for analyzing living cells. The 
fluorescence intensity of the crowding sensor was excited using a 405 nm laser, and the emission 
was detected at 450-505 nm and 505-797 nm. The m-Citrine intensity (450-505 nm) was plotted 
versus the m-Cerulean intensity (505-797 nm) for each cell and analyzed with ImageJ software. 
Cells with intensities higher than 20% of the maximum capacity of the detector were excluded 
from the analysis. At least 20-50 single cells were taken into consideration. Three independent 
experiments were performed with the same set to evaluate the crowding ratio in separate samples. 
 
4.2.7 Immunostaining 
For immunostaining, HEK293T were seeded onto the wrinkle topographic substrates which were 
cut into circular disks matching the diameter of 24-well plate at a density of 6 × 104 and cultured 
in DMEM-HG with 10% FBS to allow the free spread for 24 h. Afterwards, HEK293T were first 
washed with PBS and fixed using 3.7% paraformaldehyde (Sigma) for 20 min, then the cell 
membrane was permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 solution for 3 min, followed by blocking 
with 5% bovine serum albumin (Sigma) in PBS for 30 min. Substrates were then incubated with 
the primary antibody for Vinculin (Sigma, clone hVin-1, 1:100)，p-MLC (Cell Signaling, #3675, 
1:100), Ki67 (Abcam, ab15580,1:100) or YAP-TAZ (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, SC-101199, 1:100) 
for 1 h, then incubated with secondary antibody of FITC-labeled or Texas Red X-labeled goat-
anti-mouse antibody (Jackson Immunolab,1:100) for 1 h. Cell cytoskeleton and nuclear were 
incubated with tetramethyl rhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC)-phalloidin (Sigma, D9564, 1:200) 
or 4′, 6-diamidino-2-phenylin-dole (DAPI) and respectively for 1 hour. At last, the images were 
taken by LEICA TCS SP8 CLSM. Additionally, focal adhesion analysis was performed by Focal 
Adhesion Analysis Server35, and cell and nuclear area was evaluated by Fiji software. Cell elongation 
was calculated by the ratio of the cell length and width. For each substrate, at least 60 cells were 
calculated. Three independent experiments were performed. 
 
4.2.8 Hydrogen peroxide generation 
Hydrogen peroxide production was evaluated using a cell-permeable fluorogenic probe of 
chloromethyl-2′,7′-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (CM-H2DCFDA) (Thermo Fisher, USA) 
as described previously36. The HEK293T cells were cultured on the wrinkle topography, then 
treated with 10 µM CM-H2DCFDA (general ROS indicator) in HBSS buffer. Incubate the cells in 
the dark for 30 min at 37 °C. The cell treated without H2DCFDA as the wild type (WT) group was 
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used as a control and cells treated with H2O2 (100 μM) together with H2DCFDA served as the 
positive control group. Remove the loading buffer, treated the cells with normal prewarmed fresh 
DMEM medium, allow a short recovery time for 1 h. Then cells were harvested, washed once, 
centrifuged for 5 min at 1000 r/min, and resuspended in 1×PBS. Oxidation of these probes was 
detected by flow cytometer of FITC fluorescein using 492 nm excitation and 520 nm emission 
settings and at least 10,000 cells were collected. Fluorescence was read by Canto flow cytometers 
(BD Biosciences) and data were further analyzed using Kaluza analysis software (Beckman coulter, 
USA). The fluorescent intensity was obtained from experiments were performed in triplicate by 
using the same settings.  

4.2.9 Cell metabolic assay 
Cell metabolic activity was tested by XTT assay (AppliChem A8088). In short, the HEK 293T cells 
were cultured on the PDMS substrates for 24 h, 200 μl of mixtures with activation reagent and 
XTT reagent (in a volume ratio of 1:50) were added into each 24-well plate, and incubated at 37 °C 
with 5% CO2 for 3 hours until a purple precipitate was visible. Subsequently, the reagent was 
transferred to a 96-well plate, and the absorbance was measured with a microplate reader (Bio-Rad, 
USA) at the wavelength of 485 and 690 nm, respectively. Experiments were performed in triplicate. 

4.2.10 Total protein expression 
To extract total protein of HEK293T, the cells growth on the winkle topography were harvest and 
centrifugation for 5 min at 1,000 rpm, the cells were collected. Then cells were lysed using RIPA 
buffer composed of 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 0.25% Na-deoxycholate, 1% Nonidet P-40, 150 
mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and complete protease inhibitor cocktail tablets (Roche, USA). Protein 
concentration was measured using the BCA Protein Assay kit (Thermo Fisher, USA). To measure 
the protein concentration on different surfaces, 200 μl activation reagent of BCA reagent A and B 
with the ratio of 20:1 were added to each well. And the standard protein with known concentration 
was added as a reference. All the samples were incubated at 37 °C for 30 mins. The absorbance of 
individual standard and all the samples was recorded by  the microplate reader at 562 nm. Use the 
standard curve to determine the protein concentration of each unknown samples. Experiments 
were performed in triplicate. 

4.2.11 Statistics 
All data points are expressed as mean values ± standard deviation. Statistical analysis was 
performed with Origin 9.0 software. All data were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) with Tukey’s test to determine differences between groups. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and 
***P < 0.001, respectively. 

4.3 Results 
 
4.3.1 Wave-like PDMS topography formation and characterization 
The aligned wave-like topographies of PDMS-based substrates were fabricated using our 
previously described strain-oxidation-release procedure17. By changing the elastomer deformation, 
air pressure, stretching ratio, and plasma oxidation time as summarized in Table 1, wrinkle 
topographies with different dimensions can be prepared. A particular imprinting method and post-
treatment of plasma oxidation were used to guarantee the same chemical composition and 
mechanical properties with the only variable being the topography dimensions. These topographies 
have been deployed for determining the influence on cell behaviors and macromolecular crowding 
in living cells. The wrinkle topographies were prepared of varied dimensions, which were 
represented as wavelength (W; μm) and amplitude (A; μm), and measured with Atomic Force 
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Microscopy (AFM) (Figure 1). The topographies with different wrinkle sizes are described as W0.5, 
W2, W10, and W25, and the Flat topography without stretch was used as the control surface. The 
wavelength and amplitude are corelated, and both increase synchronously. The specific values for 
wavelength and amplitude are presented in Figure. S1. 

Table 1. Conditions for different size of aligned PDMS substrates 
 

 

 

 

 

 

           Wavelength and amplitudę are abbreviated as W and A, respectively, and the unit for W and A is μm. 
 

 

Figure 1. Representative AFM images of  the structured PDMS surfaces and height profiles of  the wave-
like PDMS substrates and wavelength, amplitude of  created wrinkled surface as further described as W0.5, 
W2, W10, and W25. Data are recorded as mean ± standard deviation (SD) (n = 30 wrinkles). Scale bar is 5 
μm and applies to all images. 

4.3.2 Macromolecular crowding in living cells is influenced by topography 
To resolve the state of  macromolecular crowding inside living cells grown on topographic 
substrates, HEK293T cells were transfected with the crowding sensor. The cells were transferred 
to the topography substrates after transfection and subsequently cultured for 24 hours. The 
fluorescence output and thereby the ratio between fluorescence of  the different fluorophores 
within the expressed FRET system were analyzed by scanning delta vision elite confocal 
microscopy as shown in Figure 2a. The difference in fluorescence intensity of  the FRET donor 
and acceptor pair is an indicator for the macromolecular crowding, a lower intensity in fluorescence 
of  the acceptor correlates to attenuated macromolecular crowding. We obtained the mean FRET 
ratios and thereby the macromolecular crowding inside cells by plotting the slope of  the m-Citrine 
versus the m-Cerulean intensity providing the quantified FRET ratios as a comparison value for 
the intracellular macromolecular crowding (Figure 2b). Furthermore, the crowding was 
determined after transfection on Flat PDMS after 24 h and with induced macromolecular crowding 
using culture additives. After the addition of  175 mM sorbitol, FRET ratio were analyzed every 5 
or 10 min, and we concluded that the crowding sensor works accordingly inside the cells for 

Substrate 

Ratio of 
prepolymer 
and cross-

linker 

Operating 
Pressure 

Plasma 
Time  

Stretch 
percent 

(%) 

W0.5/A0.05 10:1 14 Torr 60 s 30 
W2/A0.5 10:1 25 mTorr 15 s 30 
W10/A3.5 10:1 25 mTorr 650 s 20 
W25/A3.6 15:1 25 mTorr 25 min 10 
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monitoring and determination the change of  FRET ratio in living cells as displayed in Figure S2. 
The sorbitol induced crowding ranges from a FRET ratio of  1.2 before stimulation to a maximum 
of  1.4 upon introducing sorbitol. 

We found that the crowding values for HEK293T were the highest for topography dimensions of  
W2 (1.70 ± 0.07) and W0.5 (1.62 ± 0.08), while the larger topography dimensions of  W10 (1.34 ± 
0.04) and W25 (1.38 ± 0.06) had a significantly lower ratio. In contrast, removing the specific 
topography stimulus by using a Flat surface, the FRET ratio of  1.19 ± 0.09 was significantly lower 
compared with all other substrates. These FRET ratios indicate that topography has an important 
influence on intracellular macromolecular crowding. Importantly, the sensor used in this study has 
minimal chemical interactions to exclude interactions with intracellular components or self-
association, and the sensor readout was also reversible in eukaryotic cells34. The excluded volume 
effect influences molecular associations, transport, protein conformation, folding, diffusion, 
association of  poly-nucleic acids, and enzymatic reactions as was shown using additives in the 
culture medium. Tricking is that compared to sorbitol exposure, topographies W10 and W25 
induce a similar crowding while W2 and W0.5 induce even a higher macromolecular crowding. This 
finding not only indicates that the macromolecular crowding in living cells may therefore function 
as a valuable sensor for studying material-induced cellular alterations and investigate the 
repercussion of  different biomaterial properties on the cell function because of  cell behavior. Also 
it shows that using physicochemical material properties are able to produce similar response as 
molecular stimulation of  the cells via the culture medium as is targeted when administrating drugs. 
Since the macromolecular crowding has an influence on many intracellular processes, more specific 
characterization of  the intracellular processes were investigated to elucidate potential correlations 
between topography, macromolecular crowding, and cellular functions. 
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Figure 2. Monitoring cytoplasmic macromolecular crowding inside living cells that is induced by 
topography. a, Represented delta vision elite Confocal microscopy images and ratio-metric FRET of  the 
macromolecular crowding sensor expressed in HEK293T cells grown on the wrinkle substrate. The N 
terminus and C terminus positioned with FRET pair m-Cerulean (cyan fluorescent protein) and m-Citrine 
(yellow fluorescent protein), respectively, the ratio of  the pair change for direct resolve of  the crowding 
inside the living cell. Scale bar is 100 μm. b, FRET ratios of  the sensor in HEK293T cells interface with 
PDMS topographies. The quantification data of  FRET ratio is analyzed by Image J software. Experiments 
were performed in triplicates. Data is shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD) (n=at least 60 cells) and *P 
< 0.05. 

4.3.3 Topography-induced cell morphology and adhesion 
Topography cues of  the substrate may significantly affect the cell shape and orientation of  cells 
through a sensation known as contact guidance37. An altered shape or spreading profile may have 
consequences for the overall cellular volume and hence the macromolecular crowding. The 
topography influence on the cell shape was determined after allowing the cells to freely attach and 
spread for 24 hours. Subsequently, the cell area, nuclear area, cell aspect ratio, and nuclear aspect 
ratio were further quantified to gain insight into the cell morphology influenced by topography. 
The cytoskeleton and nucleus of  HEK293T were stained and visualized by confocal laser scanning 
microscopy (CLSM). As indicated in Figure 3a, the cell morphology in terms of  spreading was 
strongly altered by the topographic stimuli on which the cells were located. The cell area and nuclear 
area were quantified and shown in Figure 3b and Figure 3c. The cell spreading area increased 
simultaneously with increasing wavelength and amplitude dimensions up to W2 and decreased 
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upon further increasing the wavelength and amplitude dimensions up to W25. Largest average cell 
area of  HEK293T were observed on W2. Furthermore, the cell area for Flat and W25 was 
significantly lower (236 μm2 and 302 μm2) compared to the cells area on W0.5 (312 μm2) and W2 
(359 μm2). The area of  the nucleus on the substrates showed the same trend as the cell area and 
both have a similar development as the macromolecular crowding. Previously, we demonstrated 
that the cell aspect ratio (CAR), a measure for cell elongation, of  mesenchymal stem cells is strongly 
dependent on the topography and followed the same pattern as the surface aspect ratio16. The 
results concerning the CAR as shown in Figure 3d and Figure 3e, indicate that for both the cells 
and nuclei no altered elongation was observed irrespective of  the topography and therefore is not 
a contributing factor to the macromolecular crowding. 

Since the topography has an important impact on the cell spreading and the macromolecular 
crowding inside the cells, the expression of  interface factors between ECM transmitting mechanical 
forces and cell cytoskeleton like focal adhesions (FAs) were further explored. FAs are adhesion 
plaques organized by integrins and protein complexes that can be stimulated by topography, which 
plays a prominent role in cell adhesion, movement, and stem cell differentiation38. Based on our 
previous studies, topographical stimuli can strongly affect the generation and organization of  focal 
adhesion complexes and affect cell migration behaviors39 and stem cell fate14,16. To investigate the 
distribution of  focal adhesion of  the cells after 24 hours of  cell seeding on the W0.5, W2, W10, 
W25 and the Flat substrates, HEK293T were immunofluorescence staining for vinculin and the 
fluorescence images were obtained by CLSM. As displayed in Figure 3f, differences in focal 
adhesion morphology were observed. The FAs expression of  W2 substrate facilitated additional 
adhesion sites and showed more well-defined vinculin spread than others. In contrast, less vinculin 
expression was achieved for cells cultured on W10, W25 and Flat surfaces, which indicates that 
vinculin expression was enhanced on W2. The focal adhesion distribution of  cells on the different 
topographical patterns were further quantified, as shown in Figure 3g. The FA area for cells 
growth on W2 and W0.5 showed higher FA area per cell than cells cultured on the other substrates. 
These results indicate that, compared to substrate of   W10, W25 or Flat, W2 facilitates the 
expression of  FA, consistent with that observed from the immunofluorescent images but does not 
result in transferring the topography directionality onto the cell morphology. It does correlate with 
the increased spreading of  the cells as shown in Figure 3b and a similar trend is observed as the 
macromolecular crowding. 
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Figure 3. Cell morphology and focal adhesion expression. a, Typical immuno-fluorescence microscopy 
picture of  HEK293T grown on wave-like surface with different topographic size. F-actin were stained with 
TRITC-labeled phalloidin (red) and cell nucleus stained with DAPI (blue), respectively. Scale bar is 50 μm. 
b, Quantitative analysis of  cell area and c, Nuclear area. d, Cell aspect ratio and e, Nuclear aspect ratio of  
cells growth on topographic wrinkle substrates. f, Representative fluorescent staining of  nuclei (cyan), F-
action (red) and vinculin (yellow) for HEK293T after 24 hours grown on different substrates. Scale bar is 
50 μm. g, Quantifiable analysis of  FA area per cell. Data are shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD) (n 
= at least 60 cells), and data are shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD), three independent experiments, 
and *P < 0.05,**P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. 

4.3.4 Myosin transduction and YAP-TAZ mechanical transduction 
Topotaxis and mechanotaxis may result in specific cellular behavior and these phenomena are 
mediated via the adhesion between cell and interface/substrate. The Myosin light chain 9 (MYL9), 
which is widely expressed in different tissues and influence cell attachment, movement, and 
division40 by adjusting cytoskeletal contractility and tension. Recent research demonstrated that the 
sensing of  topography is regulated by myosin contractility mediated by the actin architecture but 
independent of  focal adhesion41. To investigate the cytoskeletal contractility and tension of  cells 
cultured on the topographical substrates, cell tension was further investigated and characterized by 
phosphorylated myosin II to identify if  cell tension of  HEK293T is regulated by the topography 
and if  this would correlate to the changes in macromolecular crowding. HEK293T cells were 
assessed by immunofluorescence staining of  myosin II, which was performed after 24 hours of  
culture. The immunostaining results shown in Figure 4a, display stronger fluorescence intensity 
for HEK293T cells on W2 and W0.5 topography as compared to W10, W25 and Flat. Furthermore, 
the quantified myosin II expression, as shown in Figure 4b was normalized by cell number and 
indicates that cell contractility and tension is enhanced on the W2 and W0.5 topography. 

As topography was a critical factor for engineered biomaterial interfaces to direct behavior via 
topotaxis, YAP/TAZ is a well-established key mechanical signal transducer which is progressively 
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regarded as underlying regulator of  the physical stimuli. YAP/TAZ regulates the gene expression 
and is located either in the cytoplasm or nucleus depending on the physical stimuli the cell receives. 
It has been well-demonstrated that topography influences cell behavior by YAP/TAZ activity and 
its localization into the nucleus increased cell migration and proliferation42. YAP/TAZ is emerging 
as a well-established controller for cells behavior, organoid biology, controlling stemness, tissue 
development and regeneration in 2D and 3D, in stationary or dynamic procedure, from a range of  
elastic and viscoelastic stimuli, over solid to fluid states43. The cell shape and polarity will generally 
affect the localization of  YAP/TAZ and is indicative how the cell senses the mechanical properties 
and topography44. The YAP/TAZ expression of  HEK293T was determined by 
immunofluorescence staining after cells were cultured on the wave-like substrates for 24 hours. As 
shown in Figure 4c, cells cultured on Flat, W0.5 and W2, W10 and W25 substrates, YAP/TAZ is 
predominantly located in cytoplasm and very little of  the cells display nucleus localization. The 
topography has no effect on the localization of  YAP/TAZ, which correlates well with the lack of  
cell alignment in the direction of  the topography as that would be mediated through the YAP-TAZ 
pathway. These results indicate that the macromolecular crowding here is not influenced by means 
of  mechanotaxis and topotaxis. 
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Figure 4. Cell tension and YAP-TAZ mechanical transduction on substrate. a, Represented immuno-
fluorescence micrographs of  HEK293T cells cultured on the specific surfaces for 24 h. Nuclear (blue), 
cytoskeleton (Red), and myosin II (Green). b, Quantification of  myosin II fluorescence intensity normalized 
by the mean values of  the Flat group. c, Presentational micrographs of  YAP/TAZ localization in HEK293T 
growth on specific topography for 24 h. Scale bar represents 50 μm. Data are shown as mean ± standard 
deviation (SD) (n = at least 100 cells, three independent experiments), and *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 
0.001.  
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4.3.5 The ROS generation, metabolic activity, and cell total protein expression 
The redox process is increasingly considered to be a key element in regulating cellular signaling 
cascades, and the reactive oxygen species (ROS) are conservative regulators of  many cell functions. 
The advent of  nanotechnology provides the capacity to construct controlled geometries to create 
a basic understanding of  the key features that affect catalyst activities45. Some studies reported that 
the start of  the cell cycle and division of  HL-60 cells is associated with ROS production and higher 
DNA synthesis rate regulated by the MEK/ERK pathway46. We determined ROS generation in 
cells cultured on wave-like substrate that displayed the most extreme deviations (Flat, W2, and W25) 
by using a ROS probe indicator, which passively diffuses into cells and interact with intracellular 
esterase and glutathione and other thiols. Subsequently it will be oxidized and yields a fluorescent 
adduct inside the cell that can be followed and quantified. Cells populations were analyzed using 
Flow Cytometry (FACS) (Figure 5a) and showed no deviation in ROS generation on the different 
topography substrates. The cells without ROS probe indicator presented as wild type (WT) and 
works as reference. As a positive control (PC), addition of  H2O2 (100 µM) was done. As Figure 
5a indicates, the ROS generation showed 95.76%, 93.80%, and 95.95% of  active populations, 
respectively. The PC showed 96.64% of  cell positive for ROS, suggesting that ROS is implicated 
in the observed cell behaviors and that a signaling pathway susceptible to ROS is also involved. 
The oxidation stress intensity was quantified as shown in Figure 5b, the viability of  ROS in cells 
grown on Flat, W2 and W25 did not significantly change, in contrast, almost 2 times increased 
oxidation stress intensity was observed in the PC group. Therefore, ROS production is not 
associated to the topography stimulation onto the cells and not related to the macromolecular 
crowding. 
 
To further evaluate the metabolic activity of  HEK293T on different topographies after 24 hours 
of  culture, cell proliferation assays (XTT) were performed. The results (Figure 5c) indicated that 
the HEK293T grown on W0.5 and W2 displayed 1.5 and 1.7 times higher metabolic activity, 
respectively, compared with the cells grown on the Flat substrate. While W10 and W25 showed 
reduced XTT levels of  0.6 and 0.8 times lower than the Flat control. The metabolic activity was 
corrected by the flat group to exclude cell state variations. As metabolic activity may be associated 
to several processes, cell proliferation was investigated by using Ki67 immunostaining as a 
proliferation marker. Cells were allowed to spread freely on the represented topographic patterns 
of  Flat, W2 and W25 for 12 h, 24 h and 48 h (Figure S3a). The quantification of  the proliferation 
(Figure S3b) indicates that cell density increased during culture  for all used topographies. However, 
the proliferative capacity of  the cells is always higher on W2 for all time points and particularly 
after 24 h. The percentage of  Ki67-positive cells were found to be 37.2%, 53.8%, 39.1% on Flat, 
W2 and W25, respectively. The higher proliferative capacity is in good accordance with the XTT 
results. Since higher metabolic activity and proliferation require increased protein synthesis47, the 
protein production was also investigated as it could account for the macromolecular crowding. The 
cells cultured on the topographies W2 and W25 as well as those cultured on Flat were harvested 
after 24 h of  culture and lysed to determine total protein expression assay. As Figure 5d shows 
below, a significant difference is observed, as the total concentration of  protein of  Flat, W2 and 
W10 is 60 µg/ml, 200 µg/ml, and 80 µg/ml, respectively. The 2 µm wrinkle wavelength showed a 
significant increased protein expression compared to W25 and Flat. 
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Figure 5. The ROS generation, metabolic activity, and total protein expression of  HEK293T cells cultured 
on wave-like substrate. a, ROS generation of  HEK293T cells, cultured on different substrates, were analyzed 
by FACS. The chart shows the percentage of  ROS positive cells. b, Quantification analysis of  
immunofluorescence of  ROS generation about cells grown on PDMS substrates. Cells grown without ROS 
probe (wild type group (WT)) and cells treated with H2O2 (positive control group (PC)) works as negative 
and positive control group, respectively. The percentage of  ROS positive cells (%) and mean fluorescence 
intensity (M) were analyzed by Kaluza software. c, The metabolic activity of  HEK293T cultured on different 
substrates after 24 hours by XTT. d, Total protein expression of  cells grown on Flat, W2 and W25 substrates. 
Values are expressed as means and S.D., and obtained from three independent experiments. *p < 0.05, **p 
< 0.01, ***p < 0.001.  
 
4.4 Discussion 
 
The cell-material interface is of  great importance for tissue engineering and considerable research 
efforts have been devoted to the important influence of  topography on cellular activity like cell 
adhesion, reproduction, motility and differentiation. Macromolecular crowding takes place in the 
highly volume-occupied cytosol and has a profound impact on intracellular processes, reaction rates, 
and the physical property of  the cell. The mechanisms connecting external influences and 
intracellular behaviors is pivotal to understand the cell materials interfaces but it is still limitedly 
investigated. It has been demonstrated that the crowding inside the cell has a great influence on 
protein and nuclear generation, folding, diffusion, and enzymatic reactions. Previous studies focus 
on created a high crowding conditions by adding high concentrations of  macromolecules such as 
Dextran, Ficoll, PEG, and PVP that dehydrate cells to study the influence induced of  
macromolecular crowding on cell behavior. Although it provides insights, it does not illustrate what 
occurs naturally inside the cell. In this study we induce cellular alterations by means of  topography 
as cells would encounter when biomaterials are applied and study the influence it has on 
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macromolecular crowding inside HEK293T cells by using a FRET-based sensor rather than 
directing the crowding by means of  additives.  

As Figure 2 showed the wrinkle platform with different wavelengths and amplitudes have an 
influence on the cell crowding, and the W2 surface showed higher crowding than the other surfaces. 
As our previously work reported, the wrinkle topography can change the single cell stiffness and 
has an influence on single cell stiffness, stem cells growth on the W0.5 and W2 group showed 
higher stiffness than others and stem cells differentiation behaviors concomitantly changed17. 
Others also demonstrate that the microenvironment affects the mechanical properties of  cells, thus 
after cell adhesion and spreading, water efflux will lead to cell volume decreases and increased 
stiffness or comparable intracellular macromolecular crowding and strongly influences cell 
functions48. The inside stiffness change or the volume adjustment of  HEK293T growth on 
topographic surface need to further investigated as it could be an associated phenomenon with 
increased macromolecular crowding. 

To determine the cell and materials interfaces, the cell morphology change on the wave-like 
substrate were also investigated. Cell alignment and morphological features are essential for the 
cellular structural maturity and function expression of  various cells like fibroblast and 
cardiomyocytes49, epithelial cells50, endothelia cells51, vascular smooth muscle cells52, etc. Previous 
studies in our group have confirmed that aligned topographies induced human bone marrow 
derived-MSCs cells elongation53, and diverse cell aspect ratio (CAR) induced by the wrinkle 
topography. While the cell alignment and cell elongation shape did not play a key role in this case, 
it may well connect macromolecular crowding to such behaviors in other cell systems. While the 
general cell elongation here did not reach elongation factors as other studies, it provides us with 
the opportunity to identify whether cell elongation matters or that topography-driven influences 
may be cell type dependent. Various investigations have focused on the MMC and its influence on 
ECM secretion and collagen distribution, some of  the proved addition of  MMC can benefit the 
morphogenesis change of  murine kidney stem cells (KSCs) into extremely branched aggregates54. 
Since cell shape and size partly affect the heterogeneity of  cytosol components and further affected 
the crowding adjustment, cell area and nuclear area were also investigated. It can be clearly conclude 
from Figure 3a, Figure 3d and Figure 3e that the cell area and nuclear area were influenced by 
the wrinkle surface, bigger cell area and nuclear can be found on W2 substrate. 
 
It has been demonstrated that topography dimensions stimulated cell behaviors by modulate 
mechanical properties, like cytoskeleton organization, focal adhesion, and components of  YAP 
signaling cascade. Micro- or nanoscale topography medicated cell functions and mechanisms by 
regulated focal adhesion formation and focal adhesion maturation of  RhoA/ROCK pathway55. 
Immunofluorescent staining of  FA markers (Vinculin) were observed indicate that cells gathering 
on wav-like platform have an influence on cell adhesion distribution, and cell tension (myosin II) 
of  HEK293T were also regulated by substrate that cell growth on. The W2 surface showed higher 
focal adhesion and myosin II contractility, suggesting that the nano-topography regulate the cells 
mechanical transduction by focal adhesion and myosin contractility. Recent works suggested that 
YAP/TAZ entry in the nucleus occurs by LING-regulated nuclear stretching, increasing the 
throughput of  nuclear pores for the purpose of  enabling YAP/TAZ to be located into the nucleus 
and functions as crucial regulator for mechanical signals56. Even though some studies illustrate that 
macromolecular crowding has been shown to increase the nuclear localization of  YAP57, in this 
case, there is no difference in YAP-TAZ location on these substrates. Other investigations indicated 
that increased cell crowding can possibly induce the YAP/TAZ  turned off, and the YAP and TAZ 
integrate mechanical cues expression regulated response to the upstream signals and downstream 
response like the Hippo signaling, Wnt-YAP-TAZ signaling, or GPCR signaling58. Further 
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examination is needed to elucidate the components of  YAP/TAZ signaling cascade, such as the 
associated upstream regulators, in the regulation crowding stimulated by the topography platform. 
 
It has been demonstrated that molecular crowding played an important role in switching from 
oxidative phosphorylation to overflow metabolism59. Others established that macromolecular 
crowding improved the combination of  superoxide dismutase and xanthine oxidase and is 
beneficial to the function of  superoxide dismutase60. The ROS generation of  cells on the wrinkle 
surface were also investigated, but from the FACS analysis there is no significate difference among 
various substrate, suggestion that macromolecular crowding increase is not due to the topography 
induced generation of  reactive oxygen species.  
 
To further investigate the metabolic activity of  cells cultured on the wave-like topography, XTT 
assays were performed, and it can be conclude that higher metabolic activity can achieved in W0.5 
and W2. Also, the metabolic activity correlated well with the macromolecular crowding trend. The 
enhanced metabolic activity leading further to the proliferation of  the cells and subsequent to the 
protein expression inside the cells stimulated by topography stimuli, indicated that W2 exhibit 
higher proliferation capacity and expressed more protein than the other surfaces. We can conclude 
from that the more macromolecular crowding here may due to the more protein production 
because of  stimulated proliferation. While is may differ substantially between different cell types, 
for HEK293T cells the topography affects the proliferation and hence the cell metabolic activity 
as well as the cell spreading which are known to be correlated61. 
 
4.5 Conclusion 
 
In this study, topographic substrate with variable nano- or macro-scale size induced 
macromolecular crowding inside living HEK293T cells and various cell behaviors of  the material-
cells interfaces, e.g., cell shape, mechanical transduction, metabolic activity, cell proliferation, and 
protein production were investigated. To gain more insight, by controlling the PDMS synthesis 
ratio and plasma oxidation stress made it easily and efficient to fabricate the wrinkle patterns. It is 
worth noting that imprinting methods were used to remove chemical or stiffness influence in order 
to emphasize topological factors on cell behaviors. This study demonstrated that the topography 
dimension has an influence on cell macromolecular crowding, and the highest intensity was found 
for cells grown on W0.5 and W2. Furthermore, cell spread area and nuclei area were altered by the 
wrinkle surface. Substrates of  W2 induced higher cell area, showed higher metabolic activity and 
was associated with increased proliferation and therefore protein expression was increased. The 
increased macromolecular crowding in this case was found to be correlated with increased 
proliferation, which is induced by the topography. These findings provide more insights for 
macromolecular crowding induced by topography and contributes to better understanding the 
interaction between cells and biomaterials and by further extending this concept towards stem cells, 
many new insights for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine approaches may be elucidated. 
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4.6 Supporting information 

The wave-like topographies were generated of  varied dimensions (wavelength (W; μm) and 
amplitude (A; μm)) of  W0.5A0.05, W2A0.5, W10A3.5 and W25A3.6. The different surface 
topographies are further described as Flat, W0.5, W2, W10, and W25. The wavelength and 
amplitude are dependent and both increase simultaneously as is shown in Figure S1. 

 

Figure S1. Wavelength and amplitude of  the AFM images about the aligned wrinkle structured obtained 
after imprinting. Data are reported as mean ± standard deviation (SD) (n = 30 wrinkles). 

For the purpose to verification whether the crowding sensor was functional in living cells, 
HEK293T cells were transfected with the sensor and sensor sensitive for 175 mM sorbitol were 
imaged by delta vision elite confocal microscope. The sensor readout were determined from the 
slope of  the m-Citrine versus the m-Cerulean intensity and quantitative analysis concluded from 
Imag J software. After the addition of  175mM sorbitol, a clearly color change (Fig. S2a) and FRET 
ratio (Fig. S2b) change trend of  the sensor due to the osmotic upshift during time change, which 
is comparable to the results of  previous research. And the different values maybe due to different 
machine used and the cell culture environment. So we concluded that the crowding sensor works 
well inside the cells for monitoring and determination the FRET ratio change in living cells. 
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Figure S2. Monitoring cytoplasmic crowding in living cells. a, Confocal microscopy images and ratio metric 
FRET of  the sensor expressed in HEK293 cells in the presence or absence of  sorbitol. Scale bar, 63 µm. b, 
FRET ratios of  the sensor in HEK293 cells versus time during osmotic upshift. Experiments were 
performed in triplicates. Error bars are errors in the slopes of  m-Citrine versus m-Cerulean intensities of  
10-50 cells. 
 
Additionally, cell proliferation ability were  performed after cell freely spread on the represented 
topographic patterns of  Flat, W2 and W25 for 12 h, 24 h and 48 h by Ki67 immune-staining (Fig. 
S3a). The statistical analysis (Fig. S3b) indicate that cell density increased along the culture time 
and proliferative character of   24 h were retained higher than 12 h and 48 h. Ki67-positive cells 
interface with wrinkles for 24 h found in 37.2%, 53.8%, 39.1% on Flat, W2 and W25, respectively. 
Higher proliferative ability can be achieved on W2 than other groups. 

 
Figure S3. Ki67 proliferation assay. a, Representative images of  the HEK293T cells growth on wave-like 
patterns for 12 h,24 h and 48 h. Cell nuclear were stained in blue (DAPI) and proliferating Ki67 positive 
cells were stained in red. b, Average percentage of  Ki67positive cells. Data are shown as mean ± standard 
deviation (SD) (n = at least 200 cells), and data are shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD), three 
independent experiments, and *P < 0.05,**P < 0.01. The scale bar is 100 μm to all images. 
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Abstract 
 
Gene delivery holds great promise for bioengineering, biomedical applications, bio-sensors, 
diagnoses, and gene therapy. Especially, surface-mediated gene delivery is considered as an 
attractive approach due to the low toxicity and localized delivery properties. Even though, many 
gene vectors and transfection systems have been developed to enhance transfection potential, 
combining it with other forms of stimulations could even further enhance it. Topography is an 
interesting surface property that has been shown to stimulate differentiation, migration, cell 
morphology, and cell mechanics. Therefore, it is envisioned that topography might also be able to 
stimulate transfection. In this study, we test the hypothesis of “topography is able to regulate 
transfection efficiency”, for which we used nano-/micro- wave-like topographical substrates with 
wavelengths ranging from 500 nm to 25 µm and assessed the transfectability of human bone 
marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (hBM-MSCs) and myoblasts. 

For transfection, Lipofectamine 2000 and plasmid DNA encoding red-fluorescent protein (m-
Cherry) were used and topography-induced cell morphology and transfection efficiency was 
analyzed. As a result, topography directs cell spreading, elongation, proliferation as well as the 
transfection efficiency were investigated but were found not to be correlated and is dependent on 
the cell type. A 55% percent improvement of transfection efficiency was identified for hBM-MSCs 
grown on 2 µm wrinkles (24.3%) as compared to hBM-MSCs cultured on Flat controls (15.7%). 
For myoblast cells, the highest gene-expression efficiency (46.1%) was observed on the 10 µm 
topography, which enhanced the transfection efficiency by 64% as compared to the Flat control 
(28.1%). From a qualitative assessment, it was observed that the uptake capacity of cationic 
complexes of TAMRA-labeled oligodeoxynucleotides (ODNs) was not topography dependent but 
that the intracellular release was faster as indicated by the positively stained nuclei on 2 μm for 
hBM-MSCs and 10 μm for myoblasts. The presented results indicate that topography enhances the 
gene-delivery capacity and that the responses are dependent on cell type. This study demonstrates 
the important role of topography on cell stimulation for gene delivery as well as understanding the 
uptake capacity of lipoplexes and may be useful for developing advanced non-viral gene delivery 
strategies.  

Keywords: Topography, Proliferate, Gene delivery, Endocytosis, Transfection 
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5.1 Introduction 
 
Gene therapy is envisioned as an approach to cure diseases by delivering therapeutic genes into the 
cell to repair incorrect encoded genes or by introducing a new gene to modifying the cell function1,2. 
In recent decades, gene delivery has gained much attention with diverse applications in biomedical 
sciences and applications, e.g. diagnostic devices3, tissue regeneration4, biosensors5, cancer therapy6, 
and vaccine development therapy7. The prevalent used techniques constitute: 1) Electroporation8, 
microinjection (gene gun)9, ultrasound10, and magnetofection11, which need expensive hardware, 
are time consuming, and have variable efficiency and high toxicity12. 2) Viral vectors, which have 
superior gene transfection efficiency but have limited gene packing size and insertional mutagenesis, 
potential immunogenicity problems and oncogenic potential13,14. 3) Exploiting high-efficiency gene 
carriers like non-viral vectors, which attracted more and more attention due to its relative safety 
and simplicity of use that play a crucial role in the gene delivery process15. 
 
Due to the remarkable development in nanotechnology, considerable excellent works have been 
devoted to constructing non-toxic delivery systems with the basic concepts of low toxicity and high 
transfection efficiency. Non-viral vehicles include cationic lipids (Lipoplexes)15, cationic polymers 
(polyplexes)16,17, organic nanoparticles18, and inorganic nanoparticles19. For instance, 
polyethyleneimine (PEI)20, poly-lysine (PLL), poly-amidoamine (PAMAM)21, lipofectamine22, and 
graphene quantum dots23 are employed for systemic administration by mimicking functions of viral 
cell entry that enable stronger binding affinity, and avoid the immune potential and toxicity risks 
of viral vectors24. For example, silica-based nanoparticles (SNPs) composed of  spike-, hemisphere-, 
and bowl-type subunit nano-topographies were fabricated. The spiky surface showed the highest 
transfection efficacy and displayed protection against enzymatic cleavage18. Simultaneously, the 
gene transfection efficiency of  other gene carries, such as hydrogels1, specialized scaffolds25, the 
role of  matrix stiffness26, biodegradability biopolymers like Hyaluronic acid (HA) and chitosan 
(CHI)27, or coating of  natural proteins like collagen28, bioresorbable mineral29–31, and peptides32 
were investigated. Exploring high-efficiency gene carriers with low toxicity is still a challenge for 
gene delivery. 
 
The successful therapeutic genes delivered to the designated target cells require overcoming of  
biological barriers, for instance, the cell membrane is negatively charged and rejects the DNA 
anionic phosphate backbone15,33. Thus, in addition to overcoming the ECM protein barriers, the 
cargo needs to overcome cellular barriers such as the cell membrane, get endocytosed, escape from 
the endosome, and translocate into the nucleus. The efficiency of  endosomal escape plays an 
important role in gene delivery and there are three mean pathways of  endocytosis as summarized10. 
1). Micropinocytosis, which is responsible for large complexes (> 0.2 μm), engulfed into a large 
invagination to avoid lysosomal degradation. 2) Clathrin-mediated endocytosis, which normally 
occurs for 100-200 nm complexes, the internalized vesicles are coated with clathrin. After 
endosome rupture, the DNA-complex is degraded by the lysosome or released into the cytosol. 3) 
Caveolae-mediated endocytosis, which is typically for smaller particles (50-100 nm), vesicles form 
into early endosomes coated with caveolin and transform into caveosomes, which does not degrade 
the DNA complexes. After the transfection complexes successfully escape from the endosome into 
the cytosol, the trafficking can be promoted by elements of  the cytoskeleton located into the 
nucleus and transcript the coding gene to a therapeutic protein. 
 
It is important to highlight that current research suggests that substrate-mediated gene delivery34 
plays a critical role in gene delivery owing to the diverse physicochemical properties and good 
biocompatibility. For instance, vertical silicon nanowire interfaces33–36 are a promising vector for 
the transfer of  molecules because the ligand can penetrate into cell interior, which can be widely 
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used to deliver a broad range of  biological molecules (DNAs, RNAs, peptides, and proteins) into 
the cytosol39. Similarly, nanopillars of  various diameters were investigated and reported that highest 
transfection efficiency of  human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) was induced using 200 nm 
diameter pillars but not nanogrooves, while transfection efficiency of  monkey kidney fibroblasts 
(COS7) was improved on both 500 nm diameter nanopillars and 500 nm width nanogrooves by 
promoting the endocytosis40. In other interesting work it was found that two different types of  
silicon nanopillars showed different gene transfection behavior and the pillars that were broad and 
high achieved highest transfection efficiency by penetrating the cell membrane while maintaining 
cell viability41. An array of  aligned hollow carbon nanotubes were also created to achieve high-
efficiency transfer in large quantities of  cells with low cytotoxicity12. In addition, some studies 
found that nanogrooves influence gene transfection by controlling the cytoskeleton organization 
and nuclei morphology2. Taken together, the substrate-mediated gene delivery is promising for 
non-viral gene transfer and understanding of  gene/carrier interactions and the mechanisms that 
are involved is important for successful development of  a non-viral delivery system42.  

Here we hypothesize that topography is able to enhance transfection of stem cells using 
standardized transfection approaches (Lipofectamine). We investigate the effect of geometrical 
parameters of parallel-aligned wrinkle features on transfection efficiency in hBM-MSCs and 
myoblast cells. The features used have previously been shown to greatly influence stem cell 
morphology43, differentiation44–46, and migration behavior47 and are therefore deemed interesting 
for this study as well since the found difference in behavior is substantial between the different 
topographies. To demonstrate the non-viral gene transfer, the lipid-based Lipofectamine 2000 
(LF2000) reagent was used and the cellular uptake capacity of cationic complexes of TAMRA-
labeled ODNs were evaluated. We also investigated the mechanical transposition of topography 
on cell morphology. hBM-MSCs and myoblast cells are often used in regenerative medicine and 
cell therapy but generally display poor transfection efficiency. We believe that using topography as 
the bioactive physicochemical stimulus presented as a low-cost, and versatile culture platform 
enables the understanding of  topography effects on non-viral gene transfer as well as offering 
alternative approaches to enhance cell culture approaches. 
 
5.2 Methods 
 
5.2.1 PDMS substrate preparation 
To prepare wrinkle substrates, 18 g liquid PMDS base (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) and cross-linker 
was mixed in a ratio of 10:1 or 15:1. Before deposition into a cleaned squared polystyrene petri 
dish, the viscous mixture was degassed by applying vacuum for 15 min to remove air bubbles and 
was subsequently cured at 70 °C for 2 h. After curing, the elastomer slab was cut into a 9 × 9 cm 
substrate for further use. PDMS aligned topography substrates were prepared by stretch-oxidation-
release method as described previously48. To generate the aligned wave-like topography substrate, 
the stretching percentage, plasma oxidation parameters and the elastomer/cross-linker ratio were 
varied and were summarized in Table. 1. 
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          Table 1. Conditions for preparing aligned PDMS substrates with different size 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

           
Wavelength and amplitudę are abbreviated as W and A, respectively, and the unit for W and A is μm. 

 
5.2.2 Imprinting 
In order to guarantee consistent chemical composition and mechanical properties and only have a 
difference in topography, the prepared PDMS substrates with aligned topographies served as a 
mold since the original prepared wrinkles vary in mechanical and chemical properties due to the 
different elastomer/cross-linker ratio and the oxidation times, respectively. Therefore, 30 g fresh 
PDMS mixture prepared as described above (prepolymer and cross-linker at a ratio of 10:1), was 
poured on top of fabricated wrinkle mold, followed by curing at 70 °C for 2 h. After curing, the 
mold and fresh identical wave-like PDMS substrate were separated. Additionally, the newly 
prepared substrates were post-treated with air plasma at 500 mTorr for 10 min before use. 
 
5.2.3 Topography characterization by atomic force microscopy  
Topography features were characterized by atomic force microscope (AFM) (Nano-scope V 
Dimension 3100 microscope, Veeco, United States) operating in tapping mode in air. Bruker 
SCANASYST-AIR (0.4 N m-1) and NP (0.017 N m-1) cantilevers made from silicon nitride with 
silicon tips (model DNP-10 tip) were used for the measurements. The wavelength and amplitude 
of the topographies were determined using Nano-Scope Analysis software. 
 
5.2.4 Cell culture 
hBM-MSCs (passage 4) were obtained from Lonza and cultured in growth medium including 90% 
Alpha modified Eagle medium (Gibco/thermo), 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma), 0.1% ascorbic 
acid 2-phosphate (Sigma) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Thermo scientific). Cells from three 
different batches were mixed to avoid potential differences induced by donor heterogeneity. Cells 
were incubated in T75 culture flasks at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2. Culture 
medium was exchanged every 3 days. Myoblasts were kindly provided by Prof. Dr. Marco Harmsen 
and is the same as used in our previous studies49,50. The myoblasts were previously isolated from 
human donors undergoing reconstructive surgery with approval from the medical ethics committee. 
Cells displaying high self-renewal and clonogenicity capacity that expressed cell markers Pax7, 
MyoD, and Myogenin were sorted by using MoFlow FACs. In this studies, myoblasts (passage 8) 
were cultured in growth medium containing high glucose Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium 
(Thermo/Gibco), 20% fetal bovine serum (Sigma), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Thermo). 
Cells were incubated in T25 culture flasks at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2. 
Culture medium was exchanged every 2 days and cells were harvested at almost 80% confluency. 
The confluent cells were routinely sub-cultured by Accutase (Sigma) and were used for further 
studies. 
 
 
 

Substrate 

Ratio of 
prepolymer 
and cross-

linker 

Operating 
Pressure 

Plasma 
Time  

Stretch 
percent 

(%) 

W0.5/A0.05 10:1 14 Torr 60 s 30 
W2/A0.5 10:1 25 mTorr 15 s 30 
W10/A3.5 10:1 25 mTorr 650 s 20 
W25/A3.6 15:1 25 mTorr 25 min 10 
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5.2.5 Transfection 
For transfection experiments, the prepared PDMS aligned topography with different wavelengths 
were cut into round shapes to fit the 24-well plate (Greiner bio-one). All the substrates were 
sterilized with 70% ethanol for 1 h, flowed by 3 times wash with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
to remove traces of  ethanol and then placed in 24-well plates before use. hBM-MSCs were seeded 
at 2 × 104 cells per well and myoblast cells were seeded at 4 × 104 cells per well. 24 h after the cells 
reached 70% ~ 80% confluency, cells were washed twice with warm Opti-MEM before the 
transfection procedure was used. Cationic lipid-DNA complexes (lipoplexes) were prepared as 
follows: 1 μL Lipofectamine 2000 and 500 ng of  m-Cherry encoding plasmid were diluted in 50 
μL of  Opti-MEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific) separately and incubated at room temperature for 5 
min and then add DNA solution into LF2000 solution to mixed together and incubate 20 min. The 
plasmid was kindly provided by Dr. Inge S. Zuhorn and amplified from E.Coli using GenElute HP 
Plasmid Mini/Midiprep kits (Sigma-Aldrich). The lipoplex solution (100 μL) was added to the cells 
and incubated for 4 h in a CO2 cell incubator. Then the cells were washed and added with complete 
cell growth medium, with an additional medium change after 24 h. 

Subsequently, cells were harvested for FACS analysis (BD LSR-II, λex 488 nm/λem 530 nm) and data 
were further analyzed using Kaluza analysis software (Beckman coulter, USA). Or fixed with 
paraformaldehyde solution (4%, 30 min). After fixation, the cells were permeabilized with 1% 
Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC.) and blocked with 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA, Wako 
Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd. sigma). Finally, the F-actin and nuclei of  transfected hBM-MSCs 
were stained by FITC labeled phalloidin (sigma) and 4, 6-diamidino-2-phenylin-dole (DAPI)(sigma), 
respectively, followed by microscopic investigation. Experiments were performed in triplicates. 
 
5.2.6 Cellular uptake capacity of cationic complexes 
TAMRA-labeled oligodeoxynucleotides (ODNs) (Merck) (TAMRA-5'-AC- 
TACTACACTAGACTAC-3') were applied to evaluate the cellular uptake capacity. ODNs stock 
solution (4 μL) and LF2000 (2 μL) were separately added into 50 μL of  Opti-MEM medium for 5 
min. The prepared solutions were mixed and incubated for 20 min. The cells were washed with 
warm Opti-MEM medium before transfection. 100 μL transfection solution was added to each 
well for 30 min. To evaluate the endocytosis capacity of  cationic complexes, the samples were fixed 
with 3.7% paraformaldehyde (Sigma) solution for 15 min. Subsequently washed three times with 
PBS, then the actin filaments of  hBM-MSCs and myoblast cells were stained with FITC-labeled 
phalloidin (Sigma, 1:200) for 1 h. The fluorescence ODNs and cytoskeleton were observed using 
confocal microscopy (SP8X, Germany) immediately. At least 20-50 single cells were tested. Three 
independent experiments were performed. 
 
5.2.7 Immunostaining 
For cell morphology and the proliferation assay, hBM-MSCs and myoblast cells were seeded onto 
the wrinkle topographic substrates, which were cut to circular disks matching the diameter of  a 24 
well plate at a density of  2 × 104 and 4 × 104 cells per well, respectively. The substrate chosen were 
W0.5, W2, and W25 for hBM-MSCs, and W0.5, W10, and W25 for myoblast cells. After 24 h 
culture, the cells were first washed with PBS, then fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde (Sigma) 
solution in PBS for 20 min, and subsequently washed three times with PBS and permeabilized with 
0.5% Triton X-100 (Sigma) solution for 3 min and blocked with 5% bovine serum albumin (Sigma) 
in a PBS solution for 30 min to block nonspecific binding. The cells were incubated with primary 
antibody against Ki67 (Abcam, ab15580, 1:200, v/v) for 1 h. Subsequently, a secondary Texas 
RedX-labeled donkey-anti-rabbit antibody (Jackson Immunolab, 1:100, v/v) was added for 1 h. 
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The cell nuclei were stained by incubation with DAPI (Sigma) for 1 hour and cytoskeleton was 
stained by incubation with tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC)-phalloidin (Sigma, 
D9564) for 1 hour. To identify proliferating cells, the percentage of  ki67 positive cells was 
calculated at time points 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h for the chosen substrates. Finally, the cells were 
imaged with TissueFaxs (Tissue-Gnostics GmbH, Vienna, Austria) at 10× magnification. Cell area 
and ki67 positive cells were analyzed by Tissue Quest software (high-throughput analysis technique) 
via fluorescent F-actin stained cells. For each substrate, at least 400 cells were taken into 
consideration. Experiments were performed in triplicates. 
 
5.2.8 Statistics 
All data points are expressed as mean values ± standard deviation. Statistical analysis was 
performed with Origin 9.0 software. All data were analyzed using one way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) with Tukey’s test to determine differences between groups. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and 
***P < 0.001, respectively. 
 
5.3 Results 
 
5.3.1 Preparation and characterization of wave-like PDMS substrates formation 
The aligned wave-like topographies of PDMS-based substrates were fabricated as previously 
described48. By changing the elastomer base, pressure, stretching deformation ratio, and plasma 
oxidation time, the substrates can be prepared with different wrinkle topography dimensions. After 
the preparation, an imprinting method and post-treatment with plasma oxidation was performed 
to guarantee the same chemical composition and mechanical surface properties with the only 
difference being topography. The aligned wave-like topographies were fabricated with varying 
wrinkle dimensions (wavelength (W; μm) and amplitude (A; μm)), which were characterized with 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) as shown in Figure 1A.The different surface topographies are 
further represented as W0.5, W2, W10, and W25, the non-stretched PDMS results in a Flat surface 
that is used as the control. The wavelength and amplitude are dependent on one another and both 
increase simultaneously as shown in Figure 1B and Figure 1C, respectively.  
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Figure 1. (A) AFM images and amplitude curves of the structured PDMS surfaces obtained after imprinting. 
(B) Wavelength and (C) Amplitude of created wave-like surface. Data are reported as mean ± standard 
deviation (SD) (n = 30 wrinkles). Scale bar is 10 μm and applies to all images. 

5.3.2 Cell morphology and cytoskeletal organization on aligned PDMS substrates 
The topographic stimuli are essential for cell function modulation and understanding the cell-
material interface is a key point for tissue engineering and disease therapy47,51. Numerous studies 
indicated that cell morphology like cell spreading, alignment, and elongation is critical for cell fate 
decision and influences gene transfection2,52. In this study, parallel-aligned wrinkle features were 
used to examine the cell morphology change and cytoskeleton re-organization. As observed in 
Figure 2, the cell behaviors in terms of cell spreading and elongation are dependent on different 
substrates on which they are cultured for both the hBM-MSCs and myoblast cells. The 
quantification of cell spreading area of hBM-MSCs and myoblasts are displayed in Figure 2B and 
Figure 2C. It can be seen that the cell area of hBM-MSCs decreased from 2500 µm2 to 1700 µm2 
for those cultured on the Flat control and W25, respectively. The cells grown on Flat and W0.5 
display a larger cell area than on the other surfaces. In addition, the myoblast cells grown on Flat 
(680 µm2) and W0.5 (650 µm2) display a larger spreading area than the cells on W2 (540 µm2) and 
W10 (560 µm2) topographies. The decreased cell area may be due to elongated cell morphology. 
The cell morphology change on similar topography is in line with our previous study48. 

It was found that topographic stimuli have a strong influence on cell elongation presented as the 
cell aspect ratio (CAR, defined as the ratio of the length on the major axis to the length on the minor 
axis of a single cell) as previously described48. As can be seen from Figure 2D, the CAR achieved 
for the hBM-MSCs grown on Flat was 4.2, and the CAR increased with increasing wrinkle size until 
W10 and then decreased when increasing the wrinkle size to W25. The CAR obtained were 7.2, 11.8, 
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21.9, and 11.5 for hBM-MSCs grown on W0.5, W2, W10, and W25, respectively. For the myoblast 
cells, the same trend is observed as for the hBM-MSCs. The cell elongation increased from Flat to 
W10 and then decreased again for myoblast cells cultured on W25. The obtained CAR for myoblast 
cells grown on Flat, W0.5, W2, W10, and W25 were 2.6, 3.4, 4.8, 8.6, and 4.7, respectively (Figure 
2E). These results indicate that topography has a crucial influence on cell morphology and 
cytoskeletal organization due to the wrinkle parameter change. However, the behavior is cell 
specific and while the trend for elongation is similar, the absolute elongation is different. The hBM-
MSCs have much more tendency to elongate than the myoblast cells. Also the cell area is in general 
much smaller than the hBM-MSCs and the myoblast cells do not show a continuous decrease in 
cell area as the hBM-MSCs do. 

 

Figure 2. Influence of nano- and micro- patterns on the morphology of hBM-MSCs and myoblast cells. 
(A) Representative fluorescence microscopy images of hBM-MSCs and myoblast cells grown on different 
wrinkle surfaces. F-actin and cell nucleus were stained with TRITC-labeled phalloidin (red) and by DAPI 
(blue), respectively. (B) Cell area of hBM-MSCs and (C) Myoblast cells grown on different topographies. 
(D) Cell aspect ratio (CAR) of hBM-MSCs and (E) Myoblast cells grown on different topographies. 
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Experiments were performed in triplicates. Data are shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD), and *P < 
0.05, **P < 0.01. Scale bar is 100 μm for all images. 

5.3.3 Transfection efficiency of hBM-MSCs on wave-like PDMS substrates 
The hBM-MSCs cells are well known for their difficult transfection by non-viral based methods53. 
To evaluate the influence of wave-like topography on the transfection efficiency, hBM-MSCs were 
cultured on the various nano- or micro- patterns for 24 h, after incubation, these cells where 
transfected with plasmid-encoded m-Cherry using Lipofectamine 2000 (LF2000) (Thermo fisher) 
as the transfection agent according to established cell transfection protocols. The transfection was 
qualitatively assessed by visualization of  m-Cherry positive cells using confocal fluorescence 
microscopy imaging (Figure 3A). For quantitative analysis, cells were harvested by Accutase (Sigma) 
from the different substrates and collected for flow cytometry analysis (FACS) (Figure 3B). 

We evaluated the DNA transfection capacity of hBM-MSCs on five different wrinkle topographies. 
The transfection behaviors of hBM-MSCs are shown in Figure 3A and the quantification data are 
shown in Figure 3 B/C, which demonstrate that the nano- and micro- topographies are able to 
have an impact on the cell transfection efficiency. The percentage of transfected cells was evaluated 
by FACS and quantification results are shown in Figure 3C. The m-cherry expression, as an 
indication for transfection efficiency, was lowest for cells cultured on W0.5 (12.4%), slightly lower 
as found on Flat (15.7%). The larger topographies had a positive effect on the transfection. The 
highest transfection was achieved for hBM-MSCs cultured on W2 (24.3%) while W10 (18.6%) and 
W25 (17.7%) displayed lower transfection efficiencies, be it still higher than for the Flat control. 
These results suggest that the efficiency of gene transfection can be modulated by topography, in 
this case aligned wave-like structures. 
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Figure 3. Influence of nano- and micro- patterns on the transfection capacity of hBM-MSCs. (A) 
Representative fluorescence microscopy images of transfect hBM-MSCs after 24 h. F-actin and cell nucleus 
were stained with FITC-labeled phalloidin (Green) and by DAPI (blue), respectively. The transfected cells 
were shown m-Cheery express cell (Red). (B) Flow cytometry profiles obtained after the treatment with 
LF2000/p-DNA encoding m-Cheery proteins. The percentage of transfected cells were evaluated and hBM-
MSCs without transfection agent were selected as the control. (C) Quantification data of transfected cells 
grown on different topographies. Three independent experiments were presented. Data are shown as mean 
± standard deviation (SD), and *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. Scale bar is 100 μm and applies to all images. 

5.3.4 Transfection efficiency of myoblast cells on wave-like PDMS substrates 
Undifferentiated muscle cell lines (myoblasts) are another well-known cell type that is difficult to 
transfect54. The topography-induced transfection efficiency of  myoblast cells was also investigated. 
LF2000/DNA complexes encoding m-Cherry protein were used, similar as for the hBM-MSCs, to 
transfect myoblast cells. The myoblast cells were freely grown on aligned wrinkle surfaces for 24 
hours after which they were transfected with LF2000/DNA complexes. The transfected cells were 
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visualized by confocal microscopy and the percentage of  m-Cherry positive cells was quantified by 
FACS. 

As Figure 4A shows, the DNA is successfully transfected in the myoblast cells cultured on the 
winkle surface from Flat to 25 µm but the topography has significant influence on the transfection 
efficiency. There are more positively transfected cells grown on W10 than on the other substrates. 
As the FACS results show in Figure 4B, together with the quantification data shown in Figure 
4C, the transfection efficiency increased on W10 with respect to Flat and then decreased on W25. 
Flat and W0.5 have a similar influence while the other topographies display a positive effect on the 
transfection efficiency with W10 being the most efficient in stimulating the transfection. Unlike 
hBM-MSCs, myoblast cells cultured on the W10 showed highest transfection efficiency (46.1%) 
and even much more than the highest transfection efficiency achieved of  hBM-MSCs cells growth 
on W2 (24.3%). The percentage of  m-Cherry -positive cells was similar for cells cultured on W0.5 
(26.9%) and Flat (28.1%). These results suggest that physical stimuli such as topography have an 
impact on the transfection efficiency, which is cell type dependent. 
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Figure 4. Influence of  nano- and micro- patterns on the transfection capacity of  myoblast cells. (A) 
Representative fluorescence images of  transfected myoblast cells on wave-like PDMS. F-actin and cell nuclei 
were stained with FITC-labeled phalloidin (Green) and by DAPI (blue), respectively. Successfully transfected 
cells express m-Cherry (Red). (B) Flow cytometry profiles obtained after the treatment with LF2000/p-
DNA encoding m-Cherry proteins. (C) Quantification data of  transfected cells grown on different 
topographies. Three independent experiments were performed. Data are shown as mean ± standard 
deviation (SD), and *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. Scale bar is 100 μm and applies to all images. 
 
5.3.5 Influence of topographical structures on cationic complexes uptake 
In order to gain insight into the possible origin of increased transfection, the influence of 
topography on cellular uptake capacity of cationic complexes was investigated by means of 
Lipofectamine 2000-modified fluorescence oligodeoxynucleotides uptake studies. Cells freely 
grown on the wave-like topographies for 24 h were treated with the fluorescent cationic complexes 
by incubation for 30 min. The cells were then fixed and stained immediately. The cytoskeleton was 
stained with FITC-labeled phalloidin (green). The uptake of  cationic complexes (red) by cells 
cultured on wrinkle surfaces was observed by confocal microscopy (Figure 5A). The hBM-MSCs 
cellular uptake capacity of  ODNs was observed by the presence of  endocytosed complexes shown 
as red dots, which is shown in Figure 5A. As the results in Figure 5A indicate, the cells grown on 
Flat and W0.5 show a different behavior of  release of  ODNs inside the cell than cells cultured on 
other substrates. For instance, as the white arrow indicates, cationic complexes of  hBM-MSCs 
grown on the W2 not only get into the cell and appear like red dots as in hBM-MSCs on Flat and 
W0.5, but also escape the endosome, as visualized by their nuclear accumulation. Even diffuse 
cytosolic staining is seen for hBM-MSCs cultured on W2. Also hBM-MSCs on W10 and W25 
topography display some positive nuclei be it less than on the W2. For the myoblast cells, as Figure 
5B indicates, the topography plays a role in the uptake of  cationic complexes. Even though there 
is no obvious  nuclear localization, the enhanced cationic complex uptake capacity can be observed 
for myoblast cells on the W10. Taken together, the results indicate that the topography has 
significant effects on the gene transfection of hBM-MSCs and myoblast cells by regulating 
endosomal release capacity of cationic complexes. The W2 and W10 were beneficial for the 
endosomal escape of cationic complexes and thus transfection efficiency of hBM-MSCs and 
myoblast cells, respectively. 
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Figure 5. Influence of nano- and micro- patterns on the cellular uptake capacity of cationic complexes. (A) 
Representative fluorescence images of hBM-MSCs cells cultured on wave-like PDMS showing cellular 
uptake of oligonucleosides (red). F-actin was stained with FITC-labeled phalloidin (green). (B) 
Representative fluorescence images of myoblast cells cultured on wave-like PDMS showing cellular uptake 
of oligonucleosides (red). F-actin was stained with FITC-labeled phalloidin (green). Three independent 
experiments were presented. Scale bar is 100 μm applied for all images. 
 
5.3.6 Influence of topographical structures on cell proliferation 
It is well established that topography stimuli play a critical role in cellular activities such as cell 
adhesion, migration, and proliferation49. Additionally, cell division is known to stimulate 
transfection with pDNA, because during mitosis the nuclear membrane is gone and the DNA can 
easily enter the nucleus55. Therefore, to explore whether the cell proliferation plays a role in gene 
transfection efficiency, the cell proliferation assay were performed for hBM-MSCs and myoblast 
cells on both low-transfection and high-transfection substrates. Thus, the hBM-MSCs growth on 
W0.5, W2, W25, and the myoblast cells growth on W0.5, W10, W25, respectively. To identify 
proliferating cells, the percentage of  ki67 positive cells was calculated at time points 12 h, 24 h, and 
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48 h on the chosen substrates. As Figure 6A indicates, the percentage of  ki67 positive cells were 
different on the chosen substrates, and the cell number increased over time. The quantified results 
in Figure 6B show that there is no significant difference for ki67 positive cells of  hBM-MSCs after 
12 h, the percentage of  ki67 positive cells is about 11.6% , 13.5% and 11.5%, respectively. However, 
at 24 h the ki67 positive cells on W2 is about 30.7%, which is much higher than W0.5 (17.8%) and 
W25 (14.1%). Additionally, the ki67 positive cells on 48 h of  W2 is about 50.5%, which is 
significantly more than hBM-MSCs grown on W0.5 (36.1%) and W25 (37.2%). 

For the myoblast cells, as Figure 6C shows, the percentage of  ki67 positive cells are influenced by 
the substrate as well and there are more ki67 positive cells on W2 than others on 48 h. The cell 
number increased over time and the quantified results in Figure 6D show that there is no 
significant difference after 12 h and 24 h for percentage of  proliferating cells. The ki67 positive 
cells are about 8.4%, 13.1%, 11.5% for myoblast cells on W0.5, W10 and W25 at 12 h, and 10.6%, 
14.1% and 11.9% at 24 h, respectively. While for the ki67 positive cells of  myoblast cells at 48 h, 
W10 is about 17.4%, which is significantly more than the cells on W0.5 and W25. Taken together, 
the topography has an influence on cell proliferation, and the this bioactive stimulation is most 
likely responsible for higher transfection efficiency. 

 
Figure 6. Cell proliferation assay. (A) Representative fluorescence images hBM-MSCs cells cultured on 
W0.5, W2 and W25 for 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h. The ki67 positive cell were stained in Red, and cell nuclei were 
counterstained in blue (DAPI). (B) Quantification results about percentage of  Ki67 positive cells of  hBM-
MSCs at 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h for the chosen substrate. (C) Representative fluorescence images myoblast 
cells cultured on W0.5, W10 and W25 for 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h. (D) Quantification results about percentage 
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of  Ki67 positive cells of  myoblast cells at 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h for the chosen substrate. Three independent 
experiments were performed. Data are shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD), and *P < 0.05, **P < 
0.01, ***P < 0.001. Scale bar is 100 μm and applies to all images. 
 
5.4 Discussion 
 
In recent years, considerable research is focused on non-viral gene delivery vehicles including 
cationic lipids, cationic polymers, and inorganic nanoparticles56. Notably, substrate-mediated gene 
delivery enables stronger binding affinity, low toxicity, high efficiency, and avoids the immune 
response problems or risks associated with viral vectors, that is of  great importance for successful 
transfection40. It is known that mechanical stimuli and topography play a critical role in tissue 
engineering to affect cellular activities such as cell adhesion, proliferation, migration, and 
differentiation57. Even though, several studies have been devoted to constructing non-toxic delivery 
systems, further efforts are required to understand topography on gene transfection of  adhered 
cells and fabricate topographic substrates with low toxicity and high efficiency. In this study, aligned 
topography fabricated by a silicone stretch-oxidation-release method and imprinting lithography, 
induces the formation of  aligned topography (wave-like structures). The nano- and micro- 
patterned PDMS substrates were used to investigate the topography effect on gene delivery in 
hBM-MSCs and myoblast cells.  

The hBM-MSCs and myoblast cells are important for tissue engineering and biomedicine, for their 
self-renewing and differentiation ability58. Gene delivery to mammalian cells has gained much 
attention in biomedical application, diagnostic devices, tissue regeneration, biosensors, cancer 
therapy but always accompanied with low transfection efficiency24,29. The hBM-MSCs and myoblast 
cells grown on the various prepared wrinkle surface with wavelength from Flat to W25, 
subsequently transfected with lipofectamine 2000 modified plasmid encoding m-Cherry protein, 
the cells cultured on different topography showed different degrees of  transfection efficiency. 
Unlike the normally low transfection efficiency of  10%-15% for hBM-MSCs, 24.3% transfection 
efficiency can be achieved on W2 as shown in Figure 3B/C. The transfection efficiency was 
enhanced by 55% on the W2 as compared to the Flat substrate. Figure 4B/C showed the 
transfection efficiency of  myoblast cells on W2 is about 39.4% and the highest percentage is about 
46.1% on the W10. The transfection efficiency of  myoblast cells was enhanced by 64% on W10 as 
compared to the Flat substrate. Taken together, the topography has a great influence on non-viral 
gene transfer, and the percentage of  transfected cells is cell-type dependent.  

Some recent work demonstrated that cell morphology influence mesenchymal stem cell 
transfection, well spread and elongated morphology promote gene transfection52. On the contrary, 
other studies established that aligned, parallel f-actin and an elongated nucleus morphology of  
myoblast cells can reduce gene expression by PEI-mediated gene transfection52. In our work, the 
cell spreading area was altered by topography. A larger area was achieved on Flat and W0.5 (Figure 
2B and Figure 2C) which was associated with a lower gene transfection efficiency for both hBM-
MSCs and myoblast cells. Except for the cell area, as Figure 2D and Figure 2E showed, the cell 
elongation was also modulated by the topography. The highest elongated cell shape of  hBM-MSCs 
was achieved on W10, which showed higher transfection efficiency than Flat and W0.5 but less 
than W2 which displayed less cell elongation than W10. For the myoblast cells, the most elongated 
cell shape was achieved on W10, which showed higher gene expression than on the other surfaces, 
which is consistent with previous work52. The relationship between cell area, cytoskeleton 
organization, and the gene delivery does not provide a unified answer and appears to vary between 
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cell types. Cell proliferation have an influence on gene transfection, because when cell dives into 
mitosis, the disappearance of  the nuclear membrane make the pDNA easily enter the nucleus As 
the results showed in Figure 6 (A-D) the percentage of  proliferate hBM-MSCs are significantly 
more on W2 than other surfaces after 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h. Also the percentage of  positive 
proliferating myoblast cell on W10 is higher than for the other topographies be it only after 48 h. 
Taken together, the cell proliferation is most likely more correlated to the gene transfection 
efficiency than the specific cell shape of  spreading. 

The successful therapeutic gene delivery to the target cells requires overcoming biological barriers 
like the negatively charged cell membrane, endosomal escape, and cell nucleus entry59. Thus, the 
cellular uptake and endosomal escape is vital to gene transfection60. The influence of  topography 
on endosomal escape capacity was investigated using fluorescently-labeled oligonucleotides 
complexed with LF2000. Figure 5A indicates that cationic complexes are being processed more 
by the hBM-MSCs on W2 than cells grown on Flat or W0.5. hBM-MSCs on the W2 substrate 
showed more nuclei being positively stained and even displays more diffuse cytosolic staining than 
on the other substrates. On the W10 and W25 topography, some positive nuclei are also observed, 
be it not as much as on W2. Figure 5B indicated that the uptake of  lipoplexes are being processed 
of  fibroblast cells grown on W10. Even though, it is less pronounced, more positive nuclei can be 
observed on the W10 for fibroblast cells than on other substrates. Early work has revealed that 
lipoplex-mediated endosomal release of  genetic cargo relies on lipid mixing between lipoplex and 
the endosomal membrane61,62. Cellular uptake of  cationic complexes mainly occurs via endocytosis, 
while clathrin-mediated endocytosis has been correlated with successful transfection63. Rho 
GTPase activation is essential for focal adhesion assembly and disassembly, while focal adhesions 
anchor actin stress fibers and in turn facilitate intracellular vesicular trafficking, which may affect 
transfection efficiency64. Future endeavors may therefore focus on the specific uptake mechanisms 
as the uptake route could have strong consequences for the transfection and it would indicate that 
by means of physicochemical stimuli, one can modulate these mechanisms and therefore specific 
chemical modifications of the transfection complexes might not be necessary. 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
 
In this study, topographically patterned surfaces of  variable wavelength and amplitude were applied 
to enhance gene transfection in hBM-MSCs and myoblast cells as well as endosome escape capacity 
of  cationic complexes. This study indicates that the topography has an influence on cell spreading, 
elongation, proliferation and bioactively stimulates transfection behaviors. Higher transfection 
efficiency was achieved on the W2 topography for hBM-MSCs and W10 for myoblast cells. There 
was an increase in efficiency of  55% and 64% for the hBM-MSCs on W2 and myoblasts on W10, 
respectively, as compared to the transfection efficiency on Flat substrates. The increased gene 
delivery ability was found to be most likely related to enhanced release and nuclear entry of  genetic 
cargo and cell proliferation rate. This work demonstrates that topography affect gene transfection 
and provides useful information on in vitro gene delivery, which have therapeutic applicable 
potential for non-viral gene transfer.  
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6.1 Discussion & Future perspective 
 
Cell-material interfaces occupy a very important position in tissue engineering and regenerative 
medicine for regulating cell response and tissue functions1. Especially, the biophysical effect of 
materials that determines cell functions in development, physiology, and pathophysiology, remains 
a central endeavor in tissue engineering2. With the vigorous development and major breakthroughs 
of regenerative medicine technology, increasing amounts of information have been generated for 
understanding bio-interface complexity in regulating cellular responses. It remains a significant 
challenge to understand biophysical cues like topography to modulate cell development and 
subcellular behaviors3. The general aim of this thesis is to explore topography-mediated alterations 
of cell behaviors and investigate cell-material interface-induced subcellular behaviors like cell 
morphology alteration, cell migration in wound healing, intracellular macromolecular crowding, 
and topography-modulated gene delivery of stem cells. 
 
In this thesis, we discussed the role of high-throughput screening (HTS) in regulating cell spreading, 
proliferation, and migration. Wrinkle-gradient substrates were fabricated with diverse wavelength and 
amplitude parameters for investigating the topographic cues on the fibroblast cell migration behavior 
in wound healing approaches. In addition, uniform wrinkle substrates were developed with various 
wavelength and amplitude parameters to study the topography-induced intracellular macromolecular 
crowding and identifying subcellular behaviors like cell morphology alterations, mechanical 
transduction, metabolic activity, and protein expression. Additionally, the uniform wrinkle substrates 
were also used for investigating the modulation of gene-delivery capacity. The main finding is that 
topography and its sub-parameters such as direction, wavelength, and amplitude have an important 
influence on fibroblast migration in wound healing procedure. Different wrinkle features induce 
different intracellular macromolecular crowding phenomena that is associated with other subcellular 
activities. In addition, wave-like topography-mediated enhancement of non-viral gene delivery of 
stem cells was investigated. The obvious influence of topography on cell spreading, proliferation, 
migration, macromolecular crowding, and gene expression highlights its importance as a design 
parameter for the application of biomaterials. 
 
Considerable research has been devoted to using high-throughput screening methods to identify how 
to regulate cell behaviors4–7. Chapter 2 discussed that the high-throughput screening platforms serve 
as an important tool for determining cell adhesion8, spreading9, orientation10, proliferation11, 
migration12, and cell fate decision13. In this chapter the high-throughput screening platforms with 
physical cues (e.g. mechanical properties, topography, wettability), chemical or bio-chemical stimuli 
(e.g. material composition and proteins) and multiple parameter combinations were discussed for the 
manipulation of cell behaviors. Unlike the independent substrates or the randomly chosen degrees of 
biomaterial properties, the high-throughput screening platform combines multiple factors in a single 
system, which are timesaving, expedite analysis procedures, and minimizes systematic or 
methodological errors. To take the advantage of high-throughput screening methods as mentioned 
above, Chapter 3 indicated that the HTS developed enables efficient investigation for the modulation 
of fibroblasts migration in wound healing procedures12. The PDMS based topographical gradient with 
wave-like features were fabricated by decoupling the amplitude and wavelength gradually differ in 
wavelength and amplitude to explore the role of topographic direction, structure repetition, and 
feature size of the substrate on fibroblast migration. The approaches developed are combined with 
multiple parameters to make it possible to investigate cell migration behaviors in a high-throughput 
way. In addition, the PDMS used have the properties of cost-efficiency, non-toxic and approved by 
FDA for implantable engineering scaffold14. The results indicated that cell movement was guided by 
topographical properties, with a lower wrinkle wavelength (2 μm) eliciting the fastest migration speed, 
and the migration speed increased with decreasing amplitude15. The wavelength and amplitude both 
play an important role in directing cell migration. The cell migration further depends on the 
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topographical orientation with respect to the anisotropy of the topography and the cell migration 
speed is regulated by focal adhesion expression. These results demonstrate that anisotropic gradient 
platform can serve as an effective system to obtain the optimum parameter for specific cellular 
behaviors, which could improve regenerative medicine. 
 
Cell movement is also essential for numerous physiological and pathological processes such as 
embryonic development, angiogenesis, immune surveillance, cancer metastasis, tissue regeneration, 
and wound healing15. Except for the topography stimuli, the cell migration is regulated by chemical 
factors16, stiffness13, growth factors, electrical signals17, molecular signals18, and cell-cell contact19. For 
instance, the growth factors regulates cell migration by controling the cell focal adhesion and 
contractility20. However, some research domestrates that growth factors like PDGF, bFGF, TGF-β2, 
and TGF-β3 can stimulate fibroblasts to excessively produce ECM, which may induce scar 
formation21. The current investigations in this chapter focus more on the biomaterial scaffolds to 
mimic the ECM topography enabling cells to be guided by ‘contact guidance’22 or ‘topotaxis’23 leading 
to less scar formation24. Compared to the normaly used nano-grooves with right angles and sharp 
ridges, the wave-like substrate we used with a semicircular shape, better mimic the ECM fibers and 
therefore represent a more biologically relevant approach to study the natural wound recovery 
procedure. Additionaly, the topographic orientation significantly affects the cells migration capacity 
in the wound healing procedure, which provides important instructions for material design. 
 
This high-throughput screening approach which was used to investigating the fibroblasts migration 
with various surface feature parameters can provide a superior data collection with fewer experiments. 
It can be further used to mimic the complexity of in vivo conditions for other tissues or be used as a 
model to control tissue properties and cell behaviors. For instance, Zhou et al. prepared directional 
wrinkle gradients to investigate the osteoblast attachment and cell orientation25. And the authors 
translated PDMS-based wrinkle gradients to inorganic surface (SiO2, TiO2, CrO3, and Al2O3) to 
investigate the hBM-MSC orientation and focal adhesion assembly26. Furthermore, Yang et al. used 
the high-throughput screening approach for investigate the influence of  mesenchymal stem cells 
differentiation towards osteogenic and neuronal lineage, respectively27,28. It should be noted that the 
specific anisotropic geometrical organization is essential for the function of tissues such as skin, heart, 
bone, nerve, muscle, and tendon29. Artificial ECM-mimicking scaffolds that are designed according 
to the special features of a tissue (e.g., its composition, mechanical properties, topography, and 3D 
geometry) have been determined to provide biological activity clues to regulate cell functions for 
tissue regeneration (Figure 1). What is more, the mechanical properties of the substrate also play a 
crucial role in modulating various cell behaviors. For example, substrates of about 30−35 kPa are 
beneficial for osteogenic differentiation, softer substrate (<1 kPa) enhance neurogenic differentiation, 
and substrate with moderate mechanical properties improve myogenesis or adipogenesis30. Therefore, 
it would be a promising strategy for combining several parameters on single substrate and find the 
promising parameter in an efficient way. Therefore, the HTS platforms can be combined with other 
bio-factors (like soluble factors31), mechanical stimuli (like stiffness32 and wettability), 3D scaffolds 
(like collagen scaffold33 and hydrogels34) and the anisotropic geometry to regulate cell functions of 
tissues (e.g. the muscle35, tendon, bone, heart, skin, and nerve) in vivo. 
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Figure 1. Materials with tissue-mimetic physical properties (e.g., compositional, mechanical, and structural 
features) offer specific stimulations to accelerate tissue regeneration. Reprinted with permission from ref36. 
 
Except for the high-throughput platform, the influence of uniform wrinkle topography on 
macromolecular crowding and gene delivery were explored. In Chapter 4 the topography induced 
macromolecular crowding alteration in living cells were discussed. The macromolecular crowding 
components inside the cytosol has a profound impact on polypeptide and oligomeric proteins 
generation, folding, diffusion, enzymatic reactions37, and metabolic activity38. For instance, the 
addition of some natural or synthetic polymers can enhance the extracellular matrix deposition and 
metabolic stimulation of MSCs39. It is well established that topography has an impact on various cell 
functions, thus investigating the macromolecular crowding of cells that are cultured on topographic 
surfaces is important for understanding cell-material interfaces and illustrate what occurs naturally 
inside the cell. The HEK293T cells were transfected with a fluorescence resonance energy transfer 
(FRET)-based sensor for direct evaluate the macromolecular crowding inside living cells that are 
stimulated by wave-like surface topographies. The substrates used are uniform wrinkles with different 
wavelengths that is 0.5 μm, 2 μm, 10 μm, 25 μm and the Flat surface functions as the control. The 
main findings is that, increased macromolecular crowding was observed for cells cultured on 0.5 μm 
and 2 µm topographies, and the 2 μm induced a larger cell area and nucleus formation, higher 
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metabolic activities, proliferation rate, and more protein expression, correlated with increased focal 
adhesion and myosin tension but not YAP-TAZ transduction.  
 
These findings illustrate that the spatiotemporal readout of crowding is a compelling tool for 
understanding cell-biomaterials interactions, thereby giving direction to identify specific mechanisms 
and allow us to investigate the role of macromolecular crowding of the cytoplasm during the cell 
development. Previous studies demonstrated that topography-induced acceleration of osteogenic 
differentiation is caused by focal adhesion, RhoA/ROCK signaling pathway40. Some work in our 
group determined that topogrphy induced enhancement of stem cell differentiation is correlated with 
more focal ahesion formation, moyosin tension and YAP-TAZ localization into the nucleus32,41,42. 
Chapter 4 shows that higher cowding is correlated with increased focal adhesion and cell contractility 
but not YAP-TAZ transduction. This is probably due to the different cell type and cell signalling 
pathways. For instance, osteogenic differentiation is also mediated by other pathways like mitogen-
activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway43, integrin-linked kinase (ILK)/β-catenin pathway32, 
FAK/MAPK pathway, and extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2 (ERK1/2) pathway44. Therefore, 
further investigations are necessary to completely identify the mechanisms for macromolecular 
crowding enhanced by topography. 
 
It should be noted that this crowding sensor can be used in Escherichia coli and eukaryotic cells. 
Additionally, it is sensitive only to the excluded volume induced by macromolecular crowding and 
the sensor readout was reversible45. In other research, different types of sensors were used for in vitro46 
and in vivo47 studies. For example, the sensor arrays46 to monitor cell adhesion and spreading, 
biomimetic sensor for detecting nitric oxide molecules48, synthetic fluorescent sensors to detect 
metals ions49, and metabolic sensor that couples nutritional availability50. Therefore, it would be a 
promising strategy to study cell-materials interfaces using crowding sensor correlated with other 
sensors. Furthermore, as stem cell is essential for tissue engineering, we have tried to import the 
crowding sensor into hBM-MSCs but due to the low transfection efficiency, the crowding effect was 
not achieved. Expectantly, in the future, we can further extend this crowding sensor combined with 
other intracellular sensors into stem cells with high-throughput screening approaches that can provide 
more information about cell-materials interfaces and many new insights for tissue engineering and 
regenerative medicine. 
 
In addition to the uniform wrinkle surfaces that modulated macromolecular crowding, in Chapter 5 
the aligned nano- and micro- patterned PDMS substrates were used to investigate the topography 
influence on gene delivery in hBM-MSCs and myoblast cells. Gene delivery on purpose to introduce 
therapeutic genes or artificially modified genes into cells for modifying the cell function51, which is 
essential for applications like biosensors52, cancer therapy53 and tissue regeneration54. In comparison 
to the traditional deliver systems that need expensive hardware, time consuming, possibly induce 
immunogenicity, or have high toxicity problems, substrate-mediated gene delivery system is 
promising owing to its diverse physicochemical properties and good biocompatibility. We found that 
a 55% percent improvement of transfection efficiency was identified for hBM-MSCs grown on 2 µm 
wrinkles as compared to hBM-MSCs cultured on Flat controls. The highest gene-expression 
efficiency was observed on the 10 µm topography of V49 fibroblasts, which enhanced the 
transfection efficiency by 64% as compared to the Flat control. The results are in line with our initial 
hypothesis that mechanical stimuli of topography induced substrate-mediated gene delivery of stem 
cells. The induced gene transfection efficiency highlights the importance of topography-mediated 
gene delivery55. 
 
In Chapter 5, the hBM-MSCs spreading area and elongation was altered by topography. 
Correspondingly, other works of our group have explored the influence of topography on cell 
morphology change and stem cell differentiation5,56,57. Similarly, others demonstrated well spread area 
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and elongated morphology promote mesenchymal stem cells gene transfection58. Another study 
showed that nanogrooves influence gene transfection by controlling cytoskeleton organization and 
nuclei morphology59. The gene transfection efficiency of hBM-MSCs was enhanced on W2 more than 
on the other wrinkle features. As well as our previously work reported, the wrinkle topography has 
an influence on single cell stiffness, stem cells growth on the W0.5 and W3 and showed higher 
stiffness than on the other topographies and stem cells differentiation behaviors concomitantly 
changed32. However, the reason that induces the diverse of stem cells tansfection are still not clear. 
The intracellular processes such as internalization, endosomal escape, cytosolic trafficking and nuclear 
entry play a central role in gene delivery60. Some researchers showed that cellular uptake of cationic 
complexes mainly rely on clathrin-mediated endocytosis, which is modulated by cell division control 
protein (Cde42) from the Rho family of GTPases60. RhoGTPases activation is essential for focal 
adhesion assembly and disassembly, focal adhesions anchor actin stress fibers in turn facilitate 
intracellular trafficking that presumably improved transfection61. Additionally, the proliferation62 and 
cellular metabolism63 is often shown to enhance gene delivery. Therefore, further investigations (e.g. 
specific mechanotransduction signal pathways and metabolic activities) are necessary to completely 
identify the mechanisms for gene delivery enhanced by topography. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Niche interactions known to modulate stem cell phenotype. Reprinted with permission from ref64. 
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As it mentioned in the beginning of this thesis, cells are residing in a highly dynamic and extremely 
complicated three-dimensional (3D) microenvironment (Figure 2), which provides diverse 
biochemical and biophysical cues, that regulate cell functions and development65. The interaction with 
neighboring cells, soluble factors, extracellular matrix (ECM), and biophysical stimuli (e.g. mechanical 
property, 2D topography and 3D geometry) strongly influence cell behaviors (e.g. cell adhesion, 
spreading, proliferation, cell alignment, migrate and the differentiation or self-maintenance of stem 
cells)36. This thesis provides evidence that topography works as a useful tool for understanding cell-
material interfaces and investigate cellular behaviors like mediated alterations of cell migration, 
intracellular macromolecular crowding and gene delivery. However, it is demonstrated in other 
research that the cellular behavior can be obviously different in 2D and in 3D culture models66. For 
instance, Burdick et al.67 found that MSCs displayed enhanced cell spreading and more YAP/TAZ 
translocated into the nucleus when cells are grown on the surface of stiffer hydrogels; however, the 
complete reverse trend was detected when cells were seeding within hydrogels with 3D structure, 
highlighting the important role of 3D structure for in vitro investigations. In the future work, it would 
be fascinating to couple topography with 3D micro niches for better mimicking natural tissue 
structure to explore the influence on cell functions and translation towards commercial uses and clinic 
application.  
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With the vigorous development and major breakthroughs of regenerative medicine technology, 
biomaterials occupy a very important position for providing a suitable therapeutic option for 
obtaining a higher quality of life. The cell-material interactions, especially the physicochemical 
(topography and stiffness) effects of materials, determines cell functions like cell adhesion, 
spreading, proliferation, alignment, migration and differentiation. In this thesis, to explore 
topography-mediated alterations and investigate subcellular behaviors, we demonstrate the 
important role of topography modulating cell migration, and identify the topography influence on 
macromolecular crowding in living cells. Furthermore, the topography stimuli were investigated 
for the control and enhancement of gene delivery capacity of stem cells. 

Cells are living in a highly dynamic and extremely complicated three-dimensional 
microenvironment, which not only serves as structural support but also provides diverse 
biochemical and biophysical cues, that regulate cell functions and development. In Chapter 1, we 
introduce the cellular microenvironment such as the extracellular matrix, cell-cell contact, 
biochemical cues, physicochemical parameters (e.g., mechanical property, topography) and 
highlight the important role of topography for modulating cell behaviors. Furthermore, the 
modulation of cell migration in wound healing procedure, macromolecular crowding sensor and 
gene delivery were introduced. 

In Chapter 2, we introduce the influence of physicochemical (e.g., topography, stiffness, 
roughness), and (bio)chemical properties (e.g., material composition and proteins) of high-
throughput screening (HTS) platforms on various cell behaviors (e.g., cell spreading, proliferation, 
adhesion, and migration). High-throughput methods provide an ideal strategy to analyze thousands 
of combinations of interactions between cells and biomaterials on one substrate, thereby serves as 
a potential tool to elucidate the relationships between biomaterial properties and cell behavior. 

To take the advantage of high-throughput screening methods as mentioned above, in Chapter 3 
the topographically patterned substrate of variable local wavelength and amplitude in a single 
substrate was fabricated for investigating the modulation of fibroblast migration in in vitro wound 
healing procedures. The wavelength/amplitude decoupled guidance effect was investigated for the 
first time. The results indicated that the topographic dimensions of surface wrinkles have an impact 
on cell migration behaviors. The fibroblast migration behaviors are not only influenced by the 
topographical wavelength and amplitude but also the topographical orientation. These findings 
suggest that for in vitro wound healing procedure the topography of materials is essential, and the 
topography of substrates may give guidance in designing biomedical implants and optimal wound 
dressings and skin engineering scaffolds. 

In Chapter 4, topographic substrate with variable nano- or macro-scale size induced 
macromolecular crowding inside living HEK293T cells and various cell behaviors of the material-
cell interfaces were investigated. The results demonstrated that the topography dimension has an 
influence on cell macromolecular crowding. The increased macromolecular crowding was found 
to be correlated with increased proliferation, which is induced by the topography. Furthermore, 
cell spread area and nuclei area were altered by the wrinkle surface and the topography that induced 
higher macromolecular crowding was associated with higher metabolic activity, increased 
proliferation, protein expression, increased focal adhesion and myosin tension but not YAP-TAZ 
transduction. These findings provide key insights in topography-triggered macromolecular 
crowding and provides useful information to better understanding interfaces between cells and 
materials and many new insights may be elucidated for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine 
approaches. 
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In Chapter 5, topographically patterned surfaces of variable wavelength and amplitude were 
applied to study the guidance of gene transfection of hBM-MSCs and myoblast cells. The results 
indicates that the topography dimension has an influence on cell spreading, elongation, 
proliferation, and transfection behaviors, and that the responses are dependent on cell type. Higher 
transfection efficiency was achieved on the substrates with wavelengths of 2 µm for hBM-MSCs 
and 10 µm for myoblast cells as compared to the transfection efficiency on Flat substrates. The 
increased gene delivery ability was found to be most likely related to quicker release or quicker 
nuclear entry of lipoplexes, which was found to be associated most likely to enhanced cell 
proliferation. Our findings highlight the importance of surface topography on cell stimulation for 
gene delivery and provides useful information on in vitro gene delivery, which have therapeutic 
applicable potential for non-viral gene transfer. 

Chapter 6 is the general discussion of the role of topography in regulating cell spreading, 
proliferation, migration, macromolecular crowding, and gene delivery in this thesis. The 
topography and its sub-parameters such as direction, wavelength, and amplitude have an important 
influence on fibroblast migration in wound healing procedure. Different wrinkle features induce 
different intracellular macromolecular crowding phenomena that is associated with other 
subcellular activities. In addition, wave-like topography-mediated enhancement of non-viral gene 
delivery of stem cells. The obvious influence of topography on cell spreading, proliferation, 
migration, macromolecular crowding, and gene expression highlights its importance as a design 
parameter for the application of biomaterials. Furthermore, the perspective of topography 
combining other parameters were discussed to regulating cell functions. 

Overall, the work presented in this thesis is to explore topography-mediated alterations of cell 
behaviors and investigate cell-material interface-induced subcellular behaviors like cell morphology 
alteration, cell migration in wound healing, intracellular macromolecular crowding, and 
topography-modulated gene delivery of stem cells. The work demonstrates that the topography 
plays an important role in modulating cell behaviors, which provides useful information to better 
understanding material-cells interfaces and many new insights may be elucidated for tissue 
engineering and regenerative medicine approaches. 
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Met de sterke ontwikkelingen en grootse doorbraken in het veld van ‘regenerative medicine’, 
bezetten biomaterialen een zeer belangrijke positie in het verstrekken van een geschikte 
therapeutische optie voor het verkrijgen van een hogere kwaliteit van leven. De interactie tussen 
cellen en deze materialen, voornamelijk de fysicochemische (topografie en stijfheid) eigenschappen 
van de materialen, bepalen het cel gedrag zoals adhesie, spreiding, proliferatie, uitlijning, migratie 
en differentiatie. In dit proefschrift, om topografie-gemedieerde alteraties te verkennen en om sub-
cellulair gedrag te onderzoeken, demonstreren we de belangrijke rol van topografie in het 
moduleren van cel migratie, en identificeren we de invloed van topografie op macromoleculaire 
verdringing (macromolecular crowding) in levende cellen. Verder zijn de topografie stimuli 
onderzocht voor de controle en verbetering van genafgifte capaciteit van stamcellen.  

Cellen leven in een zeer dynamisch en extreem gecompliceerde, driedimensionale micro-omgeving, 
welke niet alleen dient als structurele ondersteuning, maar voorziet in diverse biochemische en 
biofysische signalen, welke cel functie en ontwikkeling reguleren. In Hoofdstuk 1 introduceren we 
de cellulaire micro-omgeving, bestaande uit extracellulaire matrix, contact tussen cellen, 
biochemische signalen, fysiochemische parameters (bijv., mechanische eigenschappen, topografie) 
en markeren we de belangrijke rol van topografie voor het moduleren van celgedrag. Verder 
worden de modulatie van celmigratie in het wondhelingsproces, macromoleculaire 
verdringingssensoren en genafgifte geïntroduceerd.  

In Hoofdstuk 2 introduceren de invloed van fysicochemische (bijv., topografie, stijfheid en 
ruwheid), en (bio)chemische eigenschappen (bijv., materiaalcompositie en eiwitten) afkomstig van 
‘high-throughput screening’ (HTS) platforms op verschillende soorten celgedrag (bijv., celspreiding, 
proliferatie, adhesion en migratie). High-throughput methoden bieden een ideale strategie voor het 
analyseren van duizenden combinaties van interacties tussen cellen en biomaterialen op een enkel 
substraat, hierbij dienend als potentieel hulpmiddel in de verduidelijking van de relaties tussen 
biomateriaaleigenschappen en biologisch celgedrag. 

Om de voordelen van HTS methoden, zoals hierboven beschreven, optimaal te benutten, wordt 
in Hoofdstuk 3 het substraat, met het topografische patroon van variabele golflengte en amplitude, 
gefabriceerd voor het onderzoeken van de modulatie van fibroblastenmigratie in het in vitro 
wondgenezingsproces. Hier werd voor het eerst het effect onderzocht van het loskoppelen van de 
normaliter gekoppelde golflengte/amplitude, op het sturen van celgedrag. De resultaten indiceren 
dat de topografische dimensies van de oppervlaktegolven een impact hebben op het migratiegedrag 
van de cellen. Het fibroblastmigratiegedrag wordt niet enkel beïnvloedt door de topografische 
golflengte en amplitude, maar ook door de topografische oriëntatie. Deze bevindingen suggereren 
dat voor het in vitro wondgenezingsproces de topografie van het materiaal essentieel is, en dat de 
topografie van de substraten bij kunnen dragen aan het ontwerp van biomedische implantaten en 
optimaal presterend wondverband en het ontwerpen van huidweefsel ‘scaffolds’. 

In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt beschreven hoe substraten met variabele nano – of – macroschaal grootte 
macromoleculaire verdringing induceerden binnenin levende HEK293T cellen, waarnaast 
verschillende typen celdrag zijn bestudeerd op het materiaal – cel grensvlak. De resultaten laten 
zien dat de topografiedimensie invloed heeft de macromoleculaire verdringing in de cellen. De 
verhoogde verdringing kon worden gecorreleerd aan een verhoogde proliferatie, welke werd 
geïnduceerd door de topografie. Verder veranderden het cel spreidingsoppervlakte en 
nucleusoppervlakte door het golvende substraat, en de topografie, welke de hoogste 
macromoleculaire verdringing induceerde werd, geassocieerd met de hoogste metabolische 
activiteit, toegenomen proliferatie, eiwitexpressie, vergrootte focale adhesiecomplexen en myosine 
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spanning, en niet met YAP-TAZ transductie. Deze bevindingen bieden belangrijke inzichten in 
door topografie-uitgelokte macromoleculaire verdringing en bieden waardevolle informatie voor 
het beter begrijpen van het grensvlak tussen cellen en materialen, wat kan leiden tot vele nieuwe 
inzichten in de ‘tissue engineering’ en ‘regenerative medicine’ strategieën.  

In Hoofdstuk 5 zijn substraten met topografische patronen van verschillende golflengte en 
amplitude toegepast om de sturing van gentransfectie te bestuderen van hBM-MSCs en myoblasten. 
De resultaten indiceren dat de topografische dimensies invloed hebben op celspreiding, uitrekking, 
proliferatie en transfectiegedrag, en dat de reacties verschillen per celtype. Hogere efficiëntie van 
transfectie werd bereikt op de substraten met een golflengte van 2 µm  voor hBM-MSCs en 10 µm 
voor myoblasten, in vergelijking met efficiëntie van transfectie op platte substraten. Het verhoogde 
genafgiftevermogen wordt mogelijk veroorzaakt door snellere afgifte, of snellere nucleaire 
lokalisatie, van lipoplexen, welke hoogstwaarschijnlijk geassocieerd kan worden met een verbeterde 
celproliferatie. Onze bevindingen benadrukken het belang van oppervlaktetopografie voor de 
stimulatie van genafgifte en biedt nuttige informatie over in vitro genafgifte, wat potentie bevat voor 
therapeutische, non-virale genoverdracht. 

Hoofdstuk 6 is de algemene discussie over de rol van topografie in het reguleren van celspreiding, 
proliferatie, migratie, macromoleculaire verdringing, en genafgifte, in dit proefschrift. De 
golfachtige topografie en haar sub-parameters, zoals richting, golflengte, en amplitude, oefenen een 
belangrijke invloed uit op fibroblastmigratie in het wondgenezingsproces. Zo is gevonden dat 
verschillende golfeigenschappen invloed uitoefenen op intracellulaire macromoleculaire 
verdringingsfenomenen, welke geassocieerd kunnen worden met andere sub-cellulaire 
verschijnselen. Hieraan toevoegend, golfachtige topografie-medieerde verbetering van non-virale 
genafgifte van stamcellen. De voor de hand liggende invloed van topografie op celspreiding, 
proliferatie, migratie, macromoleculaire verdringing, en genexpressie benadrukt haar belang als een 
ontwerpparameter voor de toepassing op biomaterialen. Verder worden vooruitkijkende 
perspectieven besproken, over het combineren van topografie met andere parameters voor het 
reguleren van celgedrag.  

Over het geheel genomen, representeert het werk in dit proefschrift de verkenning van topografie-
gemedieerde alteraties in celgedrag en onderzoeken we de door het cel – materiaal grensvlak 
geïnduceerde, subcellulaire gedragingen, zoals celmorfologie, celmigratie in het 
wondgenezingsproces, intracellulaire macromoleculaire verdringing, en door topografie 
gemoduleerde genafgifte van stamcellen. Het werk toont aan dat topografie een belangrijke rol 
speelt in het moduleren van celgedrag, wat waardevolle informatie aanlevert voor het beter 
begrijpen van het cel – materiaal grensvlak, en op haar beurt kan leiden tot vele nieuwe inzichten 
in de ‘tissue engineering’ en ‘regenerative medicine’. 
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